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Abstract

The thesis addresses a framework of a spoken dialogue system that navigates information

of text documents, such as news articles, based on statistical learning of semantic and

dialogue structure. Conventional spoken dialogue systems require a clear goal of the user,

but this assumption does not always hold. Moreover, domain knowledge and task flows of

the systems are conventionally hand-crafted. This process is costly and hampers domain

portability.

In this thesis, a task of information navigation that handles ambiguous user queries

is proposed. The goal and procedure of the user are not well-defined, but the proposed

system probes potential information demands of the user and presents relevant information

proactively according to semantic similarity and dialogue context. The back-end domain

knowledge of semantic structure is statistically learned from the domain corpus in an un-

supervised manner. The proposed system has seven modules for information navigation.

These modules are controlled using a dialogue manager based on statistical learning of

dialogue structure.

Chapter 2 introduces a scheme of information extraction, which is defined by the

Predicate-Argument (P-A) structure and realized in unsupervised statistical learning. A

useful information structure for information navigation depends on the domain, and the

proposed significance score based on the Naive Bayes model selects a set of important P-A

structures from the parsed results of domain texts. A preliminary experiment suggests that

the significance score effectively extracts important patterns.

Chapter 3 presents a novel text selection method for language modeling with Web texts

for automatic speech recognition (ASR). Compared to the conventional approach based on

the perplexity criterion, this method introduces a semantic-level relevance measure (signif-

icance score defined in Chapter 2) with the back-end knowledge base used in the dialogue
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ii ABSTRACT

system. It is used to filter semantically relevant sentences in the domain. Experimental

evaluations in two different domains showed the effectiveness and generality of this method.

The method combined with the perplexity measure results in significant improvement not

only in ASR accuracy, but also in semantic and dialogue-level accuracy.

Chapter 4 presents the spoken dialogue module that navigates not only exact informa-

tion for the user query, but also partially-matched information related to user interests.

Based on the information structure represented by P-A structure, the dialogue module con-

ducts question answering and proactive information presentation. In conjunction with the

P-A significance score defined in Chapter 2, similarity measures of the P-A components are

introduced to select relevant information. An experimental evaluation showed that the pro-

posed system makes more relevant responses compared with the conventional system based

on the “bag-of-words” scheme. The proactive presentation module was also implemented

based on the relevance measure to the dialogue history.

Chapter 5 addresses an empirical approach to managing the proposed spoken dialogue

system based on partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). The POMDP has

been widely used for dialogue management and is formulated for information navigation as

a selection of modules. The POMDP-based dialogue manager receives a user intention and

user focus, which are classified by spoken language understanding (SLU) based on discrim-

inative models. These dialogue states are used for selecting appropriate modules by policy

function, which is optimized by reinforcement learning. The reward function is defined

by the quality of interaction to encourage long interaction of information navigation. Ex-

perimental evaluations with real dialogue sessions demonstrated that the proposed system

outperforms the conventional rule-based system and the POMDP-based system that does

not track the user focus in terms of dialogue state tracking and action selection.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis. The proposed system is designed and trained in a

domain-independent manner, so it can be ported to a variety of domains of the information

navigation task.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Studies on spoken dialogue systems now enter a new stage. A large number of spoken

dialogue systems have been investigated and many systems are now deployed in the real

world, most typically as smart phone applications, which interact with a diversity of users.

However, a large majority of current applications is based on a specific task description

which includes a definite task goal and necessary slots, such as place and date, for the

task completion. Users are required to follow these concepts and they need to be aware

of the clear task goal according to the system’s capability. On the other hand, keyword

search systems and question answering systems with speech interface are also developed for

smart-phone applications. Such systems can provide answers to a variety of queries from

users, but these systems do not conduct dialogue which involves an interaction with users,

as they do not incorporate the domain knowledge and dialogue histories. Moreover, these

systems work well only for simple keyword queries and factoid questions, but it is hard to

deal with ambiguous user queries or non-factoid questions.

Some spoken dialogue agent systems in smart-phone applications are based on the com-

bination of the above two schemes (Kawahara, 2009): a task-oriented system based on

well-defined task domain knowledge using relational databases (RDB) and an open-domain

system based on question answering using information retrieval techniques. The first

scheme can achieve a well-defined task by using a structured database, but this scheme

cannot be applied to Web information in which the structure and task are not well defined.

The second scheme has been studied to handle large-scale texts such as the Web, but most
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of the conventional systems adopt a “bag-of-words” model, and naive statistical matching

often generates irrelevant responses which have nothing to do with the user’s requests. The

majority of current spoken dialogue systems are based on these two frameworks, thus, the

capability of the systems is usually limited to factoid questions such as “when” or “how

tall”, or pre-defined tasks such as “what is today’s weather?”. Figure 1.1 depicts the

position that the current systems are working on.

When users ask something beyond the system’s capability of the goal-oriented systems

(upper left of the figure), current systems usually reply “I can’t answer the question”, or

turns to the Web search and returns the retrieval list in the display (lower right of the

figure). This kind of dialogue is not a natural interaction since people want to converse

with them besides simple commands. A user-friendly conversational system should not

reply with “I can’t answer the question” even if the system cannot find the result exactly

matching the user query. Instead, it should present relevant information according to the

user’s intention and preference by using domain knowledge and dialogue management that

considers the dialogue history. The goal of this study is a conversational system with

speech interface which can engage in information navigation. It is also plotted in Figure 1.1

(upper right of the figure). This thesis addresses a scheme that solves this problem by using

statistical learning of semantic and dialogue structure from natural language texts, without

constructing any RDB.

1.1.1 Conventional Goal-Oriented Systems

A large number of task-oriented spoken dialogue systems have been developed since 1980s.

The norm of current spoken dialogue systems starts with single navigation systems such

as Voyage (Hong et al., 1997) and Airline Travel Information System (ATIS (Dahl et al.,

1994)). The task-oriented dialogue systems provide exact information or achieve the re-

quested task, such as finding a restaurant in the area or searching flight to the destina-

tion. These systems achieve the well-defined task according to the well-organized domain-

dependent task flow and database structure. This norm of spoken dialogue systems has

been adopted in a variety of tasks and domains, weather information system (Zue et al.,

2000), train information systems (Aust et al., 1995; Lamel et al., 2002), and bus navigation

systems (Komatani et al., 2005; Raux et al., 2005). Such systems are also extended to
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IR or QA 
with 

keyword

Well-
defined task

Size of backend data
(Width of domain)

Complexity of dialogue
(Depth of domain knowledge 
and interaction)

Task-oriented

Open-domain

Aim of this study

Goal-oriented dialogue

Figure 1.1: Positions of current systems and this study.

multi-domain systems such as Galaxy (Seneff et al., 1998) and Communicator (Walker et

al., 2001). These systems have some components described below to operate a task based

on the task flow and data structure.

On the other hand, question answering (QA) systems based on the information retrieval

(IR) technique are developed since 1990s. The origin of existing open-domain QA system

is MURAX (Kupiec, 1993), which finds an answer of factoid questions from encyclope-

dia. FAQ Finder (Burke et al., 1997) answers user’s request by searching a database that

describes frequent questions based on similarity between the user query and frequent ques-

tions. These systems also assume a clear goal of the user, i.e. what the user wants to

know, and solve the problem of QA by constructing question-answer pairs from its back-end

knowledge base.

The goal of these systems is to present information that is clearly requested by the user.

Therefore, the systems are often called goal-oriented.
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1.1.2 Goal, Task and Domain Knowledge

The typical type of conventional spoken dialogue systems assumes a clear goal. The goal is

a unique destination of a dialogue that is shared by the user and the system. For example,

the goal is searching a flight from Tokyo to New York in the airline travel task, or knowing

the waiting time for the next bus in the bus navigation task. QA systems based on Web

search also assume a clear user query, for which the unique answer exists on the Web. The

majority of the QA systems deal with “factoid question”, for example, “How tall is the Mt.

Fuji”. The task of spoken dialogue systems is defined to achieve the goal of the system.

It is reduced to determine the necessary slots such as the destination place and date in

the database, or question type and named entities (NEs). Domain knowledge is defined as

a scope of the defined task. For example, the knowledge that “Charles de Gaulle” is an

airport name in Paris is essential in the airline travel task. Domain knowledge can have

some other types according to the task: tags of NEs or an element assigned to a slot. The

aim of conventional dialogue systems is successfully reaching to the user goal as soon as

possible.

The task flow and domain knowledge are conventionally hand-crafted. An example

of the task structure in the multi-task navigation system, one of the typical smart-phone

applications is shown in Figure 1.2. In this task structure, the system starts the task

from greeting, and requests the user to select a food type or location or other keywords. If

the system has some task candidates such as “phone call” or “show map”, the system asks

the user to select one. Finally, the system selects one task and makes the action requested

by the user. Domain knowledge sources are essential for finishing the task. For example,

“Phone call $RESTAURANT” is a typical experssion of the restaurant reservation task

(the third task from the left). This strategy assumes that users already decided the task

goal before the dialogue and they follow the task flow of the system.

1.1.3 Architecture of Conventional Systems

General spoken dialogue systems typically have components of automatic speech recogni-

tion (ASR), spoken language understanding (SLU), dialogue management (DM), natural

language generation (NLG) and text-to-speech (TTS). The system architecture is shown in

Figure 1.3. First, the ASR module recognizes the speech input of the user utterance by
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Select
$KEYWORD

Select 
$LOCATION

Select 
$FOOD_TYPE

Ask $TASK

Web search
$KEYWORD

Ask 
$RESTAURANT

Show map
$LOCATION or 
$RESTAURANT

Set schedule
$KEYWORD 

$TIME

Select $TIME

Call 
$RESTAURANT …

…

Ask $ROUTE

Figure 1.2: An example of task structure in multi-task navigation system.

using a language model that matches to the task and domain of the system. The recognition

result is interpreted by the SLU module by referring to the SLU result and the knowledge

base of the system such as RDB and NE classes, and the DM module controls what to say

by referring to the knowledge base. The NLG module generates a response by using the

knowledge base and the result of DM, and the TTS module synthesizes the speech output

to the user. These modules share the task flow and domain knowledge such as vocabulary

in the domain and semantic slots or named entity classes.

Figure 1.4 depicts one example dialogue session of the system that is defined in Fig-

ure 1.2. In this example, the user wanted to eat something, but the system could not answer

an appropriate response such as suggesting some restaurants because the user query was

very ambiguous. In the second utterance, the user gave a clarified demand to the system,
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Automatic Speech 
Recognition (ASR)

Spoken Language 
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Text-To-Speech 
(TTS)

Natural Language 
Generation (NLG)

Language model

Dialogue corpus

Speech input

Speech output

Knowledge base
• RDB

• NE class

• Match to the domain
• Match to the task

Dialogue 
Management 

(DM)

Figure 1.3: Architecture of conventional spoken dialogue systems.

but the system ignored an element of information (=Tuna) because the utterance is beyond

the capability of the understanding module of the system. The system requested the loca-

tion of the user for completing the restaurant navigation task, and the user answered the

request. However, the system could not find any restaurant that matched to the request

and responded with an inattentive answer.

1.2 Problems

The thesis addresses two problems inherited in the conventional spoken dialogue systems.

First, dialogue systems traditionally assume that the user has a clear goal of dialogue,

and the system is designed to reach the expected goal as soon as possible. However, this

assumption does not always hold. Second, well-organized domain knowledge and task flow

are required to control the system. They are usually hand-crafted, and it is costly to prepare
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Sys: こんにちは、ご用件をおっしゃってください
(Hello, may I help you?)

Usr: お腹すいた
(I’m hungry.)

ASR: お腹すいた
(I’m hangry.)

SLU: $KEYWORD=Stomach
ACT: WEB_SEARCH($KEYWORD=Stomach)

Usr: マグロの寿司を食べたい
(I’d like to have Tuna Sushi.)

Sys: お腹についてWebで調べましょうか
(May I search Stomach on the Web?) 

ASR: マグロの寿司を食べたい
(I’d like to have Tuna Sushi.)
SLU1: $FOOD_TYPE=Sushi
ACT: ASK_LOCATION($FOOD_TYPE=Sushi)

Sys: 現在地を教えて下さい
(Could you ask me your location?)

Usr: 京都大学
(Kyoto university.)

ASR: 京都大学
(Kyoto university.)

SLU: $LOCATION=Kyoto Univ.
ACT: ASK_RESTAURANT($RESTAURANT=null)

User System

Sys: 京都大学周辺に寿司屋はありません
(There is no Sushi shop around Kyoto 
university.)

Not matching 

to predefined 

template

Cannot 

finding any 

shop

Ignoring 

“Tuna”

Figure 1.4: An example of spoken dialogue system in navigation system.

them for a variety of tasks and domains.
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1.2.1 Ambiguous Task Goal and User Query

The conventional dialogue systems require a clear task goal of the user. It can accept the

user queries that accord to the designed task and goal. However, this assumption does not

always hold as the user may not have a clear goal or the user cannot clarify his or her

potential demand to the system. Users are embarrassed by the inflexible management and

confused if they do not know how to use the system or how to express their demand in

the manner that the system expected. For example, users often do not have any specified

preference of a restaurant in the navigation task. In the example of Figure 1.4, the user

said to the system “I’m hungry”, but the system could not find any information for the

ambiguous query. In this case, the system should clarify the user demand by presenting

some candidates of the restaurants. The user may have some potential demand even if he

does not express clearly their demands. The system should clarify the potential information

demand through an interaction and fulfill the potential user demand even if the user query

is ambiguous. Flexible matching of information and dialogue management of non-goal-

oriented dialogue are needed to realize such kind of information navigation.

There is not a clear principle nor established methodology to design and implement

such casual conversation systems. Therefore, an empirical data-driven approach is desirable.

WikiTalk (Wilcock, 2012; Wilcock and Jokinen, 2013) is a dialogue system that talks about

topics in Wikipedia. This system works on the pre-defined scenario that is represented with

an automaton, but it forces users to follow the system scenario. Moreover, developers need

to implement a new scenario for a new domain or task. A data-driven approach based

on phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) (Ritter et al., 2011) tries to train

response generation from micro-blog data. This approach enables the system to output a

variety of responses, which is expected to include information the user want to know, but

it does not track any user intention or dialogue state to fulfill what the user really wants

to know.

1.2.2 Hand-crafted Domain Knowledge and Task Flow

Deep semantic knowledge sources of the domain are essential for designing the dialogue

system. They are conventionally hand-crafted, but it is costly to prepare and tune them.

Flexible SLU of the user query is also achieved by using the domain knowledge. Recently,
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the template-based approach is widely adopted (Grishman, 2003; Ramshaw and Weischedel,

2005) to extract such domain knowledge, but it costs developers to construct the seed

templates dedicated to the domain.

The conventional DM also assumes a well-defined domain knowledge and task flow

to control the dialogue in an efficient way, but it costs the developer to construct them.

Moreover, the traditional spoken dialogue systems do not distinguish the task and the

domain, and the developers need to construct a new task-domain structure if either of the

task or domain has been changed. Recently, machine learning of dialogue flow has been

intensively studied, but its application is limited and it requires a large amount of annotated

training data.

The ASR module also need the domain information. Traditionally, the LM of the ASR

module for a spoken dialogue system requires a corpus that matches to the task domain

of the system. The LM can be trained by using the Web texts, but we still need to select

texts relevant to the domain.

1.3 Approaches in this Thesis

A new spoken dialogue system framework that tackles the problems described above is

proposed in this thesis. A new task of spoken dialogue system is defined, information

navigation. The information navigation does not assume a clear goal and tries to answer

ambiguous user queries, while it assumes a domain such as sports and travel. The domain

knowledge is automatically extracted from a domain corpus.

1.3.1 Information Navigation that Handles Ambiguous User Queries

In human-human dialogue, people usually have topics they plan to talk about, and they

progress the dialogue in accordance with the topics (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). Dialogue

participants have a role of speaker and listener, and they converse with each other by

changing their role of speaker and listener. The proposed system realizes the situated

information navigation by taking a role of the speaker who provides information to the

listener.

An example is shown in Figure 1.5. First, the speaker offers a new topic and probes

the interest of the listener. If the listener shows interest, the speaker describes details of the
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Dialogue states

Offer a topic

(topic 1) Interested in the 

topic

Present the detail

Ask a question

Answer the 

question
silent

Offer a new topic 

(topic 2)
Not interested in

Offer a new topic 

(topic 3)

・・・

Ask a question
Topic 3

Topic 2

・
・
・

Topic 1

Speaker (System) Listener (User)

Figure 1.5: An example of information navigation.

topic. If the listener asks a specific question, the speaker answers it. On the other hand, if

the listener is not interested in the topic, the speaker avoids the details of that topic and

changes the topic.

The task of information navigation is designed as a non-goal-oriented dialogue task

according to the above-described dialogue manner. When the user demands are not always

clear, the information navigation system clarifies the user demands through interactions.

The system presents relevant information even if the user request is not necessarily clear and

there is no exactly matching result to the user query. Moreover, the system can occasionally

present potentially useful information without any explicit request by following the dialogue

context. The aim of dialogue is to fulfill information demand of the user through an

interaction.

The task design of information navigation is defined as a selection of information nav-

igation modules. The initiative of dialogue comes and goes between the system and the
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・・・

Present 
available 
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Describe 
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Present 
related 
info.

・・・

Notify 
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interest

User initiative

Request 
to the 
current 
topic

Request 
to 

change 
the topic

Figure 1.6: An example of information navigation modules.

user because it depends on the specification of the user demand. If the user has a specific

demand, the user can ask an exact question that matches to his demand. When the user

demand is not clear, the system should take an initiative to clarify the user demand by

showing candidates that is related to the ambiguous query of the user. Such capability is

achieved by modules that refer to the domain knowledge, the user intention and the user

focus.

In an information navigation, the system presents topics that it can talk about, describes

the detail of the current topic, or presents related topic to the dialogue history when the

system has an initiative. In contrast, the system answers the question of the user, replies

to the information demand of the user, or receives a request of changing the topic. The

function of the system modules depends on the kind of information navigation. An example

of information navigation modules is shown in Figure 1.6. The details and defined modules

in this study are presented in Section 1.4.

1.3.2 Statistical Learning of Domain Knowledge

In the proposed framework, the task design and the domain knowledge are separated. The

task of information navigation is designed independently from the domain, and the domain

knowledge is automatically extracted from a domain corpus via statistical learning of se-
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mantic and dialogue structure. For the information navigation task, important information

structure is dependent on the domain. Such information structure is important for improv-

ing LM for the ASR module, the SLU and NLG modules including flexible information

retrieval. Conventionally, the templates of domain-dependent information structures were

hand-crafted, but this heuristic process is so costly, thus it cannot be applied to a variety

of domains.

This thesis focuses on the predicate-argument (P-A) structure, a semantic structure in

a sentence, generated by a parser. A significance score of domain-dependent P-A structure

is statistically defined to extract a set of useful P-A structures for information navigation.

In the proposed framework, dialogue structure is also statistically learned. The learning

is conducted on the pre-defined structure of information navigation by referring to the user

intention and the user focus. The user intention is a pre-defined dialogue act, which is

detected with a classifier. The user focus is an attentional state of the users, which is

used for improving the information navigation. It is used to select information the user

potentially wants to know. This study designs and develops a news navigation system that

uses Web news articles as a knowledge source and presents information based on the users’

preference and queries.

The new architecture of a spoken dialogue system is depicted in Figure 1.7. In the

framework, domain texts are collected from news articles and wisdom of crowds on the

Web. The ASR module recognizes the speech input by using the LM that is automatically

constructed from the domain texts. The domain knowledge is used to select the appropriate

texts for training of LM. The statistical SLU module detects the user intention and user

focus with a discriminative model, which is based on the extracted domain knowledge and

defined task design of information navigation. The DM module controls dialogue modules

by using its belief update of user states (the user intention and the user focus). These

dialogue modules are designed by following the design of the task of information navigation.

The NLG module generates the most appropriate system response that is determined by

DM module, and the TTS module synthesizes the speech output.

Training data collection approaches from the Web are widely applied to the construction

of LM of ASR. A new text selection method is proposed to construct the LM that matches

not only in the surface word level, but also in the deep semantic structure of expected user
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Figure 1.7: Architecture of the proposed spoken dialogue system.

query to the system. The system filters the training text for the LM of ASR by considering

the domain knowledge. As a result, the dialogue system can work with the ASR system

well-matched to the domain. The LM of the ASR module is automatically adapted to the

domain.

A flexible question answering module for the information navigation task is realized to

handle ambiguous user queries. This module always responds with related information to

the user query, even if the user query includes some ambiguity. A proactive presentation

module is also implemented to present information that the user is potentially interested in,

by selecting information that is related to the dialogue history. The SLU and DM modules

incorporate the automatically constructed domain knowledge and output the information

(=sentence in the news article) to the NLG module.
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1.4 Overview of the System

In this thesis, information navigation is realized by a task of news navigation. In news

navigation, the system has a back-end knowledge source described in text and fulfills user

information demands through an interaction by referring to the knowledge source. This

section presents the overview of the proposed information navigation system in the news

navigation task.

1.4.1 News Navigation Task

The news navigation task assumes that the system has a large number of news articles

as a back-end knowledge source. The system describes what happened on the day that is

written in the articles, and the user can know about the articles through an interaction.

The task of news navigation breaks down the task of information navigation into a simpler

way. The knowledge source of the system is limited to the news articles, but the articles are

updated day by day. The system navigates such dynamic content by parsing the articles and

extracting information from huge back-end knowledge source. Moreover, it incorporates a

tag of the domain in news articles to extract the domain knowledge from the text source.

The news navigation system is designed based on the dialogue structure of information

navigation depicted on Figure 1.5. The system provides topics collected from Web news

articles, and the user receives information according to his interests and queries.

1.4.2 System Modules

An overview of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1.8. The system has seven

modules, each of which implements a different dialogue acts. Each module takes as in-

put a recognized user utterance, an analyzed predicate-argument (P-A) structure, and the

detected user focus.

The system begins a dialogues with the “topic presentation (TP)” module, which

presents a new topic selected from news articles. It chooses the next module based on

the user’s response. In this work, it is assumed that each news article corresponds to a

single topic, and the system presents a headline of the news in the TP module. If the user

shows interest (positive response) in the topic without any specific questions, the system

selects the “story telling (ST)” module to give details of the news. In the ST module, the
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Figure 1.8: Overview of the information navigation system.

system provides a summary of the news article by using lead sentences. The system can

also provide related topics with the “proactive presentation (PP)” module. This module

is invoked by the system’s initiative; this module is not invoked by any user request. If

the user asks a specific question regarding the topic, the system switches to the “question

answering (QA)” module to answer the question. This module deals with questions on the

presented topic and related topics.

The modules of PP and QA are based on a dialogue framework which uses the similarity

of the P-A structure between user queries and news articles, and retrieves or recommends

the appropriate sentence from the news articles. This method searches for appropriate

information from automatically parsed documents by referring to domain knowledge that

is automatically extracted from a domain corpus. The details are described in Chapter 4.

Transitions between the modules are allowed as shown in Figure 1.8. The modules

“greeting (GR)”, “keep silence (KS)” and “confirmation (CO)” are also prepared. The GR

module generates fixed greeting patterns by using regular expression matching. The CO

module makes a confirmation if the system does not have certainty about the user query.
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In terms of dialogue flow, these modules can be called at any time.

An expected example of the information navigation is shown in Figure 1.9. In this

example, the system presents news of the day. The user is interested in the topic and makes

a question about the news. The ASR module makes some errors, but the flexible matching

of QAmodule retrieves a related information and presented it. The system detected that the

user is interested in the current topic, thus, the system proactively presents information

that is related to the dialogue history with PP module even if the user does not speak

anything. When a new question of the user is invoked by the system presentation, and the

system answers the question again. Even if the system cannot find the information that

is exactly matched to the user query, the system presents relevant information based on

partial matching of the QA module.

The proposed scheme enables the system to answer not only clear requests, but also

ambiguous requests that do not have any specified goal. The system can respond with

flexible matching between the user query and the back-end knowledge source by using

the statistical learning result of the semantic P-A structure. As a result, the system has

a capability to answer not only factoid questions, but also non-factoid questions such as

“How was today’s Ichiro?” or “How do you feel about the all-star game?”. By responding

to these questions with some specified news such as “Ichiro hit a home-run” or “28 members

are selected for the all-star game”, the user can know the outline of the news that he may

be interested in, and some more specific questions are invoked.

The dialogue is generated based on the news articles in the knowledge source texts. All

modules of the system are automatically trained from the knowledge source, and they are

easily portable to different domains.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

Figure 1.10 shows an outline of the remaining chapter of the thesis corresponding to key

components of the information navigation system.

Unsupervised information extraction framework is proposed based on the automatically

extracted P-A structure, which is the baisis of the system. The information extraction

is realized without annotation of domain knowledge. Chapter 2 addresses the domain

knowledge extraction.
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Sys: こんにちは、今日のニュースをお教えします
田中、魔球スプリット！同僚サバシアも驚く
(Hello, I introduce a news of the day.
Tanaka showed a crazy split. His college 
Sabathia was stunned.) 

Usr: 魔球スプリットって何？
(What is the crazy split?)

ASR: 魔球スプリットってな
(Crazy split + “nonsensical phrase”)

SLU: QA[Crazy split (subj.) **], f_on
ACT: QA[Crazy split (subj.) **]

Usr: (無音; silence)

Sys: 田中のスプリットは直球の軌道で、ホーム
プレート⼿前で急に沈むよ

(His split comes just like a four－seam,
but it drops quickly in front of the home   
plate.) 

User System
ASR: detect silence
SLU: NR[(history)], focus on
ACT: PP[Tanaka (subj.) show, … (history)]

Sys: ちなみに、田中は18⽇には落ちるツーシー
ムを練習したよ
(By the way, he also practiced a drop 
two-seam on Feb. 18.)

Usr: ⽥中のツーシームは沈むの？
(Does his two-seam drop?)

ASR: 田中のツーシームはシーズン
(His two-seam is season.) 

SLU: QA[His two-seam (subj.) season], f_on
ACT: QA[His two-seam (subj.) **]

Sys: キャッチャーは「田中のツーシームはスラ
イドしながら沈む」とコメントしたよ

(The catcher said “Tanaka’s two-seam 
not only slides, but also drops.”)

Recovering the 

mismatch 

caused by ASR 

error

Presenting 

proactively

Recovering the 

mismatch

Figure 1.9: A typical example of the proposed news navigation system.
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Figure 1.10: An outline of the remaining chapter of the thesis.

The system enhances the module of LM for ASR by selecting a training set of sentences

from Web texts. This selection method is based on the automatically extracted semantic

information (statistical measure of the P-A structure for a domain). The method improves

not only word-based ASR accuracy, but also semantic-level accuracy. Chapter 3 describes

this LM construction.

Dialogue modules based on the P-A structure are proposed. The proposed question

answering module finds information that flexibly matches the user queries. If the module

cannot find the exact information to the user query, the module extends the user query by

relaxing elements of the P-A structure by using the relevance measure of the P-A structure

and the significance score of the P-A structure. The proactive presentation module presents

information by referring to dialogue history when the user does not utter. The module
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activates the potential information demand of the user. The modules are described in

Chapter 4.

The DM of dialogue modules are controlled based on partially observable Markov de-

cision process (POMDP) that tracks the user focus. Rewards for POMDP are defined by

the appropriateness in the interaction, compared to the general POMDP that requires a

clear task goal to define rewards. The proposed dialogue manager tracks the user focus to

provide information that the user potentially demands. The new dialogue management is

described in Chapter 5.

The proposed framework is designed to realize portability across domains. The modules

are automatically constructed from the domain text that is collected from the Web, and

they are designed independently of the domain. This thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.





Chapter 2

Statistical Learning of
Domain-Dependent Semantic
Structure

This chapter introduces a statistical learning method of domain knowledge based on se-

mantic structure of the domain corpus, which plays an important role in the proposed

system. The domain knowledge is based on predicate-argument (P-A) structure, which

is one of the most fundamental information structures in a natural language text. The

userful information structure depends on the domain. In order to automatically extract

useful domain-dependent P-A structure, a statistical measure is introduced, resulting in a

completely unsupervised learning of semantic information structure given a domain corpus.

2.1 Semantic Information Structure based on
Predicate-Argument Structure

The P-A structure is used to define the domain-dependent semantic structure. P-A struc-

ture is generated by a parser as a baseline, but every P-A structure is not useful for in-

formation extraction and retrieval (Kiyota et al., 2002; Dzikovska et al., 2003; Harabagiu

et al., 2005). Conventionally, the templates for information extraction were hand-crafted

(Grishman, 2003; Ramshaw and Weischedel, 2005), but this heuristic process is so costly

that it cannot be applied to a variety of domains on the Web. In this chapter, two scoring

methods are prescribed to extract domain-dependent useful information patterns.

21
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P-A structures

hit

Toritani [Person]

the bases loaded

double

subject

indirect object

direct object

left field line
indirect object

beat

Tigers [organization]

Giants [organization]

subject

direct object

Tokyo dome [location] location

Figure 2.1: An example of predicate-argument structures.

2.1.1 Predicate-Argument Structures

The P-A structure represents a relationship of the semantic role between a predicate, a verb

or an event noun, and arguments, which depends on the predicate (Fillmore, 1968). An ex-

ample of the P-A structure is shown in Figure 2.1. There are some required semantic roles

depending on the type of the predicate (verb or event-noun), and also arbitrary semantic

roles like time, place, and other modifications. This structure is a classic concept in natural

language processing, but recently automatic semantic parsing has reached a practical level

thanks to corpus-based learning techniques (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006) and has been

used for several large-scale tasks (Shen and Lapata, 2007; Wang and Zhang, 2009; Wu and

Fung, 2009). We use KNP1 (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006) as a syntactic and semantic

parser.

2.2 Extraction of Domain-dependent P-A Patterns

The P-A structure automatically generated by the semantic parser provides useful informa-

tion structure as a baseline. However, every P-A pair is not meaningful in information nav-

igation; actually, only a fraction of the patterns is useful, and they are domain-dependent.

For example, in the baseball domain, key patterns include “[A (subject) beat B (object)]”

1http://nlp.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp.html
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and “[A (subject) hit B (object)]”, and in the business domain, “[A (subject) sell B (ob-

ject)]” and “[A (subject) acquire B (object)]”. A method is proposed to automatically

extract these useful domain-dependent patterns given a domain corpus. We assume each

article in the newspaper corpus/websites is annotated with a domain such as sports-baseball

and economy-stock.

The method is to filter P-A structure patterns (=templates) based on statistical mea-

sure (=score) which accounts for the domain. The filtering process is also expected to

eliminate inappropriate patterns caused by parsing errors. Moreover, in spoken dialogue

systems, errors in automatic speech recognition (ASR) may result in erroneous matching.

By eliminating irrelevant patterns, we expect robust information extraction for spoken in-

put. Specifically, the following two significance measures are investigated.

2.2.1 Significance Score based on TF-IDF Measure

First, we use the TF-IDF measure to evaluate the importance of word wi in a particular

document set of domain D.

TFIDF(wi) = P (wi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TF

log
C(d)

C(d : wi ∈ d)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IDF

. (2.1)

The TF term is the occurrence probability of word wi, defined as:

TF = P (wi) ≈
C(wi) + α∑
j

(
C(wj) + α

) , (2.2)

where C(wi) is the occurrence count of word wi in the domain D in the corpus, and α is a

smoothing factor of Dirichlet smoothing. The IDF term is the inverse document frequency

that contains word wi:

IDF =
C(d)

C(d : wi ∈ d)
≈ C(d) + β

C(d : wi ∈ d) + β
, (2.3)

where C(d) is the number of documents (=newspaper articles) in the corpus and C(d : wi ∈

d) is the number of documents which contain word wi. β is a smoothing factor. The IDF

term is not probability, but it needs smoothing to avoid the problem of zero division. In

this work, α=1 and β=1.
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2.2.2 Significance Score based on Naive Bayes (NB) Model

The second measure is based on the Naive Bayes model.

P (D|wi) =
C(wi, D) + P (D)γ

C(wi) + γ
. (2.4)

Here, C(wi, D) is a count of word wi that appears in domain D, γ is a smoothing factor

with the Dirichlet process prior (the detail is shown in the Appendix) and P (D) is a

normalization coefficient of the corpus size of the domain D.

P (D) =

∑
j C(wj , D)∑
k C(wk)

. (2.5)

The evaluation measure for a P-A pattern is obtained by taking a geometric mean of the

component words.

2.2.3 Clustering of Named Entities

The statistical learning often falls into the data sparseness problem, especially for named en-

tities (NEs; name of persons, organizations, locations). Moreover, there may be a mismatch

in the set of NEs between the training corpus and the test phase. For robust estimation,

NE classes are introduced. The example of automatically labeled NEs are shown in the

Figure 2.1. Note that unifying all named entities in the corpus before computing the evalu-

ation measure would weaken the significance of these entities. Thus, we compute statistics

for every proper noun before clustering, and sum up values for the class afterwards.

Clustering is conducted to classify P-A structures which have the same triplet of pred-

icate, semantic case and NE. The example is shown in Figure 2.2, two P-A structures

which have the same NE P-A pairs are clustered to the same template. We extend the

probability of argument wa as

P (D|NEi) =
∑

k(wk∈NEi)

P (D|wk)P (wk). (2.6)

2.2.4 Evaluation of P-A Significance Scores

An experimental evaluation is performed to compare the effectiveness of the two significance

measures (TF-IDF and Naive Bayes (NB)) in the Japanese professional baseball domain.

The models are trained with the Mainichi Newspaper corpus 2000 – 2008. The clustering
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Figure 2.2: Clustering of named entities (NEs).

of NEs is applied to both methods. The P-A templates having larger significance scores

are selected. We determined a threshold for selecting templates using a development set

which was held out from the test set by 10%. The test set was made from the Mainichi

newspaper’s website which talks about games played between April 21-23, 2010. Manual

annotation was made on typical P-A patterns which can be used for question answering

and proactive presentation. The filtering was performed on the test set by matching the

patterns defined by each measure, and evaluated against the annotated answers in terms

of recall, precision and F-measure (F). Figure 2.3 lists the result for the baseline and two

measures. The baseline is every P-A structure that is outputted by a parser. In PS+A, we

calculated a geometric mean of scores of P-A structure elements; the score of the argument

and the score of the pairs of the predicate and the semantic role. In PSA, we calculated

the score to a triplet of P-A structure elements; argument, predicate and semantic role.

Figure 2.4 shows the precision-recall curve of the two measures.

In this result, the Naive Bayes (NB) model (PS+A) performed the best. The TF-IDF

model can also remove some irrelevant patterns, but it is difficult to extract the meaningful

patterns for the domain only from a domain text. Compared with the baseline without any

filtering, the Naive Bayes methods significantly improved precision with some degradation

of recall. This property is important in realizing informative response generation robust

against ASR and parsing errors. In comparison between PS+A and PSA in the Naive Bayes
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Figure 2.3: Precision, recall, F-measure of each filtering method.

model, the PS+A successfully extracted important patterns by mitigating the problem of

data-sparseness. Among the selected templates, we can find typical and important patterns

like “勝つ (have a win)”, “登板する (come into pitch)”, and “連勝する (make it consecutive

wins)”. Most of recall errors are infrequent patterns, and majority of precision errors are

those patterns that are frequently observed but not useful for presentation. For example,

major precision errors are caused by predicates that are frequent verb in Japanese such

as “する (do)” or “なる (become)”. Their verbs have a variety of meanings and appear

on any domain document. The most typical recall error is “日本一 (ニ格) 輝く (won the

championship)”, it is very important information pattern in baseball domain, but it also

appears on other sports domains and it is infrequent in baseball domain, that happens once

a year.

2.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, the statistical learning of semantic structures is formulated by defining

the significance score of the domain-dependent P-A structure. The score based on the

Naive Bayes is introduced to select useful templates in a given domain automatically. The
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Figure 2.4: Precision-recall curve of TF-IDF method and Naive Bayes method.

experimental results show that the high scores are given to important patterns in the

domain. The scoring method does not require any annotated data or thesaurus in the

domain and it can be applied to a variety of domains. This extracted significance score is

used as domain knowledge of the dialogue system through this thesis.





Chapter 3

Incorporating Semantic Similarity
to the Training Data Selection of
Language Model of Automatic
Speech Recognition

This chapter addresses a text selection for training a language model (LM) text for au-

tomatic speech recognition (ASR) of spoken dialogue systems. ASR for spoken dialogue

systems needs to cover more spoken-style inputs than typical ASR tasks such as dictation

or query for Web search. However, it is difficult to collect spoken-style sentences for the

exact domain because the back-end document or database of the dialogue systems consist

of written-style sentences. In most of previous studies, spoken style sentences are collected

from the Web and filtered to make an appropriate training set of LM. Conventionally, word

surface-level selection criterion is widely used to measure the relevance between collecting

sentences and the back-end knowledge base of dialogue systems. The proposed approach

introduces a semantic-level relevance. The domain-dependent P-A structure introduced in

the previous chapter is used to filter semantically relevant sentences in the domain. Several

choices of the statistical measure and combination methods with the surface-level measure

are investigated in this chapter.

3.1 Speech Recognition for Spoken Dialogue Systems

The ASR module for spoken dialogue systems needs an appropriate LM adapted to the

task domain and style. Even an ASR system with a very large-vocabulary cannot cover all

29
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proper nouns or named entities (NEs), which are critical in information navigation. Ideally,

an LM should be trained with a large-scale matched corpus, but in many cases, this is not

realistic. Therefore, two approaches are commonly adopted. One approach involves mixing

document text of the target domain with a dialogue corpus of spoken style expressions

(Komatani et al., 2001). The other involves collecting relevant texts, possibly spoken-style

sentences, from the Web (Bulyko et al., 2003). These approaches try to cover the target

domain and style of speech in an indirect way, but the resultant model will inevitably

contain a large amount of irrelevant texts.

In general, information navigation systems with speech interfaces have a set of back-end

documents that the system talk about. The systems require matching between the back-end

documents and the user utterances. Based on this assumption, a similarity measure between

collected sentences from the Web (=expected user utterances) and the back-end documents

is defined by using the significance score of the semantic structure that is proposed in

Chapter 2, and select well-matched sentences for LM training.

3.1.1 Language Resources

The system has a back-end document set that will be used for retrieval of the reply to

user queries. The documents are not a relational database but natural language text of

particular domains. This work primarily uses a set of newspaper articles of the professional

baseball domain as described in Chapter 2. Note that the documents are not directly used

for LM training, because their style is much different from user queries and the majority of

the content is not relevant to the query.

This work turns to a much larger Web resource of Yahoo! QA1, a Web site of wisdom

of crowds, in which people can ask questions according to the domain category. Note that

the definition of domain categories does not match that of the spoken dialogue system, and

moreover there are many irrelevant queries on the Web site.

3.1.2 Related Works

Use of Web resources for LM training has been investigated as the Web becomes prevailing.

In the early years, (Zhu and Rosenfeld, 2001) enhanced trigram statistics with the frequen-

1This corpus is provided by Yahoo! JAPAN and National Institute of Informatics.
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cies of the trigram in the Web, and (Nishimura et al., 2001) collected texts from the Web

by manually specifying keywords in the task domains.

But the most standard approach is to use characteristic N-gram entries as search queries

for the Web to collect relevant texts (Bulyko et al., 2003; Sarikaya et al., 2005; Ng et al.,

2005; Wan and Hain, 2006; Tsiartas et al., 2010), but this requires a seed corpus to estimate

a seed N-gram model. Several works used other resources for generating search queries,

such as back-end documents (Misu and Kawahara, 2006), presentation slides in lectures

(Munteanu et al., 2007; Kawahara et al., 2008), or initial ASR transcripts (Suzuki et al.,

2006).

Selection of the collected Web texts has also been investigated. The majority of the

previous studies adopted the perplexity measure by the seed LM (Bulyko et al., 2003;

Bulyko et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2005; Misu and Kawahara, 2006), or its variants such as

BLEU score (Sarikaya et al., 2005) and normalization by the back-end topic model (Sethy

et al., 2005) or the self model (Moore and Lewis, 2010). (Masumura et al., 2011) introduced

a Naive Bayes classifier for selecting spoken-style texts. But all the previous works do not

consider semantic-level information.

An exception is the work by (Akbacak et al., 2005), which defined characteristic noun

phrase and verbs to filter Web texts. However, their method was largely heuristic and did

not define a statistical semantic relevance measure. This work is different in that the P-A

structure is introduced to define a semantic relevance measure, which is used for selection

of large-scale Web texts.

3.2 Selection based on Surface-level Relevance Measure on
N-gram

This section defines the surface-level relevance measure on N-gram based on KL-divergence

(Kullback and Leibler, 1951) to compare a sentence for training q and the back-end docu-

ment D. KL-divergence is a non-symmetric distance measure of two probability distribu-

tions. The KL-divergence between a sentence q and the document set D is defined as,

KL(q||D) =
∑
i

Pq(wi) log2
Pq(wi)

PD(wi)
, (3.1)
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where wi is a word in the sentence q, PD and Pq is a probability of language model that is

calculated from D and q based on N-gram (3-gram) model. If the N-grams in the sentence

q is unique, any N-gram chain does not appear twice or more in q, and the probability

of word wi in the distribution of Pq, Pq(wi) becomes 1. This condition is true in most

situations when we calculate the probabilities with 3-gram model because the q is a single

sentence. Thus, the Eqn. (3.1) is approximated as,

KL(q||D) ≈
∑
i

log2
1

PD(wi)
(3.2)

= −
∑
i

log2 PD(wi). (3.3)

Previously, many studies have been conducted on selection of Web texts for LM training,

but the majority of them adopt the perplexity criterion or its variants for selection. Many

works assume a seed corpus to prepare a seed LM for generating a Web search query or

computing perplexity. The test-set perplexity PP (q,D) is defined as,

H(q,D) = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log2 PD(wi). (3.4)

PP (q,D) = 2H(q,D). (3.5)

Here, H(q,D) is entropy of sentence q given the back-end document D. From Eqn. (3.3)

and Eqn. (3.5), the perplexity-based approach is equal to use the KL-divergence between

the sentence and the back-end document.

3.3 Selection based on Semantic Relevance Measure on P-A
Structure

The relevance measure in Section 3.2 evaluates the word surface-level relevance between a

sentence q and the back-end document D. However, it is difficult to select sentences that

has adequateness to the target back-end document not only on surface level but also on

syntactic and semantic level. Semantic information is defined in many SLU modules of

dialogue systems. In this chapter, a semantic relevance measure is introduced based on the

P-A structure to select sentences that has adequateness to the target back-end document on

semantic level. The surface-level relevance measure based on the KL divergence calculates

the relevance for all of the words in the sentence. In contrast, the semantic relevance mea-

sure defined focuses on the elements of the P-A structure. The proposed relevance measure
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is based on the significance score based on the Naive Bayes model in Section 2.2.2. It can

be explained as a discriminative model compared to the generative model of Section 3.2.

3.3.1 Definition of Semantic Relevance Measure

According to the Section 2.2.2, the relevance measure in semantic level based on the P-A

structure. The probability of domain D, which is defined by the back-end document of the

dialogue system, given a word wi is defined as

P (D|wi) =
P (wi|D)× P (D)

P (wi)
, (3.6)

with Bayes theory. It is approximated as

P (D|wi) ≃
C(wi, D) + P (D)× γ

C(wi) + γ
, (3.7)

by Dirichlet smoothing based on Chinese restaurant process (the detail is shown in the

Appendix). Here, C(wi) is a count of word wi and C(wi, D) is a count of word wi in

the domain (document set) D. P (D) is calculated from the proportion of the back-end

document set D and out-of-domain document set D̄. The above formula is a variation of

unigram probability, but here P-A pairs of predicate wi,p and argument wi,a, instead of

dealing all words uniformly. The score of a pair of a predicate and an argument PA(D|pai)

is defined as a geometric mean of P (D|wi,p) and P (D|wi,a),

PA(D|pai) =
√

P (D|wi,p)× P (D|wi,a). (3.8)

Clustering of named entities is also conducted in Section 2.2.3. The relevance score for

the P-A pair that has an entity class NEi is rewritten as,

P (D|NEi) =
∑

k(wk∈NEi)

P (D|wk)P (wk|NEi). (3.9)

For each sentence q, we compute a mean of PA(D|pai) for P-A pairs included in the

sentence, defined as PA(D|q). An example of scoring is shown in Figure 3.1. There

are four P-A pairs on the input sentence q; “final inning (modifier) hit”, “a game-winning

double (object) hit”, “the bases were loaded with two outs (locative) hit”, and “[Person]

(subject) hit”. Each P-A pair is scored by PA(D|pai). Then, the average of these four

scores is computed to defined PA(D|q).
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Score Argument case Predicate
0.99599 middle relievers subject lose
0.99519 relief pitcher subject lose
0.98716 final inning modifier hit
0.98202 a game-winning double object hit
0.98201 the bases were loaded with two outs locative hit 
0.78062 [Person] subject hit
0.09994 share price subject slide
0.09994 charge subject increase

…

� = “Ichiro hit a game-winning double when the bases
were loaded with two outs in the final inning.”

�� = [“[Person]/subject/hit”, 
“a game-winning double/object/hit”,
“the bases were loaded with two outs/locative/hit”,
“final inning/modifier/hit”]

P-A templates

P-A structure

Figure 3.1: An example of score of PA(D|pai).

For the training of sentences that have high PA(D|q) are selected as a training data of

language model for ASR module. It is expected that the measurement can select sentences

that match the user utterances of the dialogue system, and that it improves not only a

word surface-level accuracy but also an accuracy of semantic structure extraction.

3.3.2 Combination with Surface-level Measure

Then, combination of the proposed semantic relevance measure with the perplexity measure

is investigated, since they presumably model different aspects of the relevance with the

target domain. A simple combination method is to use the ranks by the two measures. The

sentences can be re-ordered based on the sum of them.

A score-based combination can also be defined. For this purpose, the perplexity PP (q,D)

is converted into a score dimension [0; 1] via a sigmoid function,

PP ′(q,D) =
1

1 + exp(−PP (q,D))
, (3.10)
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the proposed selection method.

which can be linearly-combined with the semantic relevance measure based on PA(D|q) as,

PP + PA(q,D) = α× PA(D|q) + (1− α)× PP ′(q,D). (3.11)

α is decided as α = 0.7 in the preliminary evaluation.

The overall procedure is summarized in Figure 3.2, in which text selection is conducted

based on the two relevance measures.

3.4 Experimental Evaluation

The proposed approach is evaluated in a speech-based information navigation system in

the Japanese professional baseball domain and the Kyoto sightseeing domain (Misu and

Kawahara, 2010). The system can answer user’s question regarding the domain using the

back-end documents of the respective domains. Evaluation is conducted by automatic

speech recognition (ASR) with a measure of word error rate and semantic level accuracy.
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Table 3.1: Details of training set.
Usage Task Corpus Sentences

D sightseeing Wikipedia 35,641
baseball Mainichi News paper 176,852

q sightseeing Yahoo! QA: tourism - domestic 679,588
baseball Yahoo! QA: entertainment - baseball 403,602

Table 3.2: The details of test-set for evaluations.
Task Speaker Utterances

Kyoto sightseeing 4 219
Japanese professional baseball 10 2,747

3.4.1 Experimental Setting

The back-end document set D, is newspaper articles (Mainichi Newspaper Corpus) tagged

with professional baseball and Wikipedia entries with a tag of Kyoto City for the respective

domains.

The relevance measure described in Section 3.2 and 3.3 are trained with the document set

D, and used for selecting query sentences collected in the Yahoo! QA Web site. Sentences

in the “entertainment - baseball” category and “tourism - domestic” category are collected,

respectively. The details of the training set, back-end document set D and query sentences

q are shown in Table 3.1. The test set of user utterances was separately collected using the

dialogue system and reading of collected sentences. The number of speakers and utterances

of the test set are summarized in Table 3.2.

Word trigram LMs were trained with the texts selected based on the relevance measures

described in Section 3.2 and 3.3. A variety of LMs are trained using the texts of different

sizes relative to all available texts (3/10 through 10/10 where all texts are used) by changing

the selection threshold.

3.4.2 Evaluation with ASR Accuracy and Perplexity

For evaluation of ASR accuracy, word error rate (WER) is computed for the test-set utter-

ance. A speaker-independent triphone model for the acoustic model and the Julius decoder

(Lee et al., 2001) are used. WER is plotted for LMs of different text sizes in Figure 3.3 and
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Figure 3.3: Word error rate (WER) in baseball domain.

3.4 for the baseball news domain and the Kyoto sightseeing domain, respectively. Adjusted

test-set perplexity of each domain is plotted in Figure 3.5 and 3.6 for reference. In the

adjusted perplexity (APP), the probability of unknown words (<UNK>) is divided by the

number of unseen lexical entries in the current training set.

PP is the result of the perplexity-based measure and PA is the result of the semantic

relevance measure. In the preliminary evaluation, significant difference between the rank-

based combination method and the score-based combination method is not observed. So,

the results by the rank-based method is shown for PP+PA.

In the baseball news domain (Figure 3.3), it is shown that the proposed text selection

based on semantic relevance (PA; text=7/10) results in significant WER reduction than

the baseline method without any selection (text=10/10). The proposed semantic relevance

measure (PA; text=7/10) and the combination of the two measures (PP+PA; text=7/10) is

not different significantly. In the Kyoto sightseeing domain (Figure 3.4), the combination

method works effectively.
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Figure 3.4: Word error rate (WER) in sightseeing domain.

The problem is how to decide the optimal point for selection in the graphs. When

applying the method to a new task-domain, it is not possible to prepare a development set.

The optimal point of the proposed method based on semantic relevance (PA) lies around

text=7/10 in both domains, however, the optimal point of the perplexity-based method

(PP) is different between two domains. If it is assumed that the Kyoto sightseeing domain

is the development set for the baseball news domain, the optimal point is text=7/10 in

both method (PP and PA). There is a significant difference between the two methods at

this point in the baseball domain.

3.4.3 Evaluation with Semantic and Dialogue-level Accuracy

Next, evaluation is conducted with the semantic and dialogue-level accuracies, which are

more related with the performance of the spoken dialogue system. Semantic accuracy

(PAER) is measured by the error rate of P-A triplet, in which it is counted as correct if the

triplet of the predicate, the argument and its semantic role are all correctly extracted. The

automatically parsed ASR result and transcript are aligned to calculate the PAER. The
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Figure 3.5: Adjusted perplexity (APP) in baseball domain.

test set of the Kyoto sightseeing task was too small to evaluate the PAER, thus, PAER for

the baseball news domain is plotted in Figure 3.7. By using the LM selected (text=7/10)

by the combination method (PP+PA), the PAER is reduced to 20.4% from the baseline

21.5% without text selection. It is not a significant difference because the number of the

P-A triplet is small (2935 P-A triplets), but the result shows that the text selection based

on deep semantic knowledge contributes to improvement of the semantic accuracy.

Dialogue-level accuracy is measured by the ratio of appropriate responses for all user

queries. It is observed that an increase of the appropriate responses (by 0.8% absolute) as

a result of the PAER improvement.

3.5 Conclusion

A novel text selection approach for training LMs for spoken dialogue systems is presented.

Compared to the conventional perplexity criterion, the proposed approach introduces a

semantic-level relevance measure with the back-end knowledge base used in the dialogue
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Figure 3.6: Adjusted perplexity (APP) in sightseeing domain.

system. Thus, it can effectively filter semantically relevant sentences for the task domain.

It can also be combined with the perplexity measure for a synergistic effect. Experimental

evaluations were conducted in two different domains, the proposed method demonstrated

its effectiveness and generality. The combination method realized an improvement not only

in WER but also in semantic and dialogue level accuracies (accuracy of the P-A structure

analysis). The proposed approach only uses the texts in the back-end system, and does not

require any “seed” corpus. Therefore, it can be used for building a spoken dialogue system

of a particular domain from scratch.
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Figure 3.7: P-A error rate (PAER) in baseball domain.





Chapter 4

Presentation of Relevant
Information based on Similarity of
Semantic Structure

This chapter address a novel scheme of spoken dialogue modules which conducts information

navigation based on the Web. The scheme is based on information extraction defined

by the predicate-argument (P-A) structure and realized by semantic parsing. Based on

the information structure, the dialogue system can perform question answering (QA) and

proactive presentation (PP). In order to provide the most appropriate information to the

user query, the modules use domain-dependent semantic structure of the P-A patterns

defined in Chapter 2. Similarity measures of P-A structures are also introduced to select

relevant information.

4.1 Information Retrieval for Spoken Dialogue Systems

Spoken dialogue systems that provide information to users are classified into two types as

described in Chapter 1; using relational databases (RDB) (Dahl et al., 1994; Komatani et

al., 2005; Raux et al., 2005) and using information retrieval techniques based on statistical

document matching (Akiba and Abe, 2005; Misu and Kawahara, 2010). The document

retrieval systems typically retrieves information by focusing on surface-level keywords, de-

pendencies and question types of the queries. However, they do not consider semantic-level

natural language processing result of the query or dialogue histories. As a result, they often

output unnatural responses that are not related to the user demands or dialogue histories.

The proposed method focuses on the P-A structure, which is based on automatically

43
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defined domain knowledge. The system can find information that semantically matches

the user query from a large document set on the Web. The P-A structure is widely used

in the existing question answering systems (Kawahara et al., 2002; Dzikovska et al., 2003;

Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004; Harabagiu et al., 2005), but these approaches require a

pre-defined P-A patterns for question answering. In this work, domain knowledge of the

P-A structure is automatically extracted.

The information retrieval conducts information presentation that matches to potential

demands of users. This concept is called “information concierge” (Hirayama et al., 2011),

the system probes and clarifies the potential demands of users through a dialogue. The

system presents partially-matched information even if there is no information exactly match

to the user query. In the previous work of information concierge (Misu and Kawahara, 2010),

the system presents information proactively if the user keeps silence. However, the system

only presents a characteristic information in the document, which does not necessarily

satisfy the user demand or dialogue history. In this work, the system searches information

that matches to the P-A structure of a dialogue history, and presents information related

to the user demands.

4.1.1 Proposed Information Retrieval based on P-A Structure

The architecture of the proposed spoken dialogue modules, question answering (QA), and

proactive presentation (PP) is depicted in Figure 4.2. First, information extraction is

conducted by parsing Web texts in advance. A user’s query is also parsed to extract the

same information structure, and the system matches the extracted information against the

Web information. According to the matching result, the system either answers the user’s

question or makes proactive presentation of information which should be most relevant to

the user’s request.

4.1.2 Problems of Using P-A Structure

If the system finds some information which completely matches the user’s query, the system

makes a response using the corresponding Web text. When the system cannot find exact

information, it searches for some information which matches partially. For example, in

Figure 4.2, when a user asked “Did Ichiro hit a home-run?”, the system cannot find exact
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the dialogue modules that retrieve related information to the
user query.

information “[Ichiro (subject), home-run (object), hit]”, but finds “[Ichiro (subject), double

(object), hit]” which is partially matched and most relevant. This information is used to

generate a relevant response that the user would expect.

In the conventional RDB-based dialogue scheme, the system hardly makes relevant re-

sponses if it finds no matched entries, thus usually replies “There is no matched entries”. In

the conventional question-answering scheme, the same situation often happens. Occasion-

ally, a set of closely-matched answers may be found by statistical matching, but the found

answers may not be relevant to the user’s query. In the proposed scheme, it is guaranteed

that the answer is at least partially matched to the user’s query in terms of the semantic

structure.

Flexible matching based on the P-A structure is critical, because the exact matching

often fails and does not generate any outputs. In order to retrieve most relevant information,

we define similarity measures of predicates and arguments, which are also learned from a

domain corpus.
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Ichiro(sujb), *(obj), hit

Ichiro(subj), HR(obj), hit

SYSTEM PROCESS

Response generation based on data

User: Did Ichiro hit a home-run?

System: Ichiro hit a double off Matsuzaka. 

P-A Structure parsing

Ichiro(subj),
double(obj), hit

No match

Extracted
Information

Figure 4.2: An example of information retrieval based on the partial matching of P-A
structures.

4.2 Presentation of Relevant Information using Similarity of
P-A Structure (QA module)

The question answering (QA) module presents not only exact matched information but also

proactively relevant information to the user query. When the system fails to find exact

information that matches the user’s query, the system tries to answer the question with

proactive information presentation. It is based on the partially matched entries of the

current or latest query. The fall-back is similar to collaborative response generation in

the conventional spoken dialogue systems (Sadek, 1999), but it is intended for proactive

information presentation using general documents.

4.2.1 Partial Matching based on P-A Significance Score

For preference among multiple components in the P-A pattern of the user query, the signifi-

cance measure defined in Chapter 2 is used. Specifically, we relax (=ignore) the component
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Figure 4.3: Examples of word vector of predicates.

of the least significance score, then search for relevant information. If any entry is not

still matched, we relax the next less significant component. If multiple entries are found

with this matching, we need to select the most relevant entry. Thus, we introduce two

scores of relevance. The relevance measure is defined in different manners for predicates

(=verbs or event nouns) and arguments. The measure for arguments is defined based on

the co-occurrence statistics in the corpus. The measure for predicate is defined based on

distributional analysis of arguments.

4.2.2 Relevance Score of Argument

The relevance of argument words (=nouns) wi and wj is defined as,

Ra(wi, wj) =
{C(wi, wj)}2

C(wi)× C(wj)
. (4.1)

Here, wi is in the original query, and relaxed (ignored) in the partial matching, and wj of

the best relevance score is retrieved for response generation. In the example of Figure 4.2,

wi is “home-run” and wj is “double”.

4.2.3 Relevance Score of Predicate

Distributional analysis (Harris, 1951; Lin, 1998) has been used to define similarity of words,

assuming that similar words have similar contexts. Here, the distribution of arguments

which have a modification relation to predicates (Figure 4.3) (Shibata et al., 2008; Pantel

et al., 2009) is used. The relevance of predicate words wprei and wprej is defined as a

cosine distance of occurrence vectors of the modifying arguments (Mitchell and Lapata,
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2008; Thater et al., 2010). Here, argument entries are distinguished by their semantic roles

such as subject and object, as shown in Figure 4.3. The relevance score of predicates is

calculated by cosine similarity,

Rp(wpi , wpj ) = cos(w⃗pi , w⃗pj ) =
w⃗pi · w⃗pj

|w⃗pi ||w⃗pj |
,

where w⃗pi = (C(ws1 , wa1), ..., C(wsk , wal)). (4.2)

As the distribution of arguments is sparse and its reliable estimation is difficult, we intro-

duce smoothing is introduced by using another distributional analysis of arguments. This

relevance measure is introduced to compare arguments that appear in the same context.

The measure is defined by cosine distance of word bi-gram vector: frequencies of antero-

posterior position word. The vector of argument word wai that has posterior position word

list {wL1,ai , ..., wLn,ai} and prior words list {wR1,ai , ..., wRn,ai} is defined as,

w⃗ai = (C(wL1,ai), ..., C(wLn,ai), C(wR1,ai), ..., C(wRn,ai)). (4.3)

The cosine similarity to compare arguments is defined as,

cos(w⃗ai , w⃗aj ) =
w⃗ai · w⃗aj

|w⃗ai ||w⃗aj |
. (4.4)

Here, we rewrite the count of a pair of semantic role and an argument C(wsk , wal) that

expresses the vector of predicates in Eqn. (4.2) as,

C ′(wsk , wal) = δ × C(wsk , wal) + (1− δ)
∑

j s.t. j ̸=i

cos(w⃗ai , w⃗aj )∑
k s.t. k ̸=i cos(w⃗ai , w⃗ak)

. (4.5)

The value of δ is decided as 0.6 in preliminary experiments. The Eqn. (4.5) reduces the

problem of data sparseness by adding counts of similar argument to the target argument.

Here, the smoothing count of argument that has high cosine similarity (cos(w⃗ai , w⃗aj ) ≥ 0.5)

is added to avoid the combinatorial explosion problem.

4.2.4 Back-off to Bag-Of-Words Model

If no entry is matched with all possible partial matching, we can resort to the naive “bag-of-

words” (BOW) model, in which a sentence is represented with a vector of word occurrence

and matching is done based on this vector. This method is widely used for document

retrieval. We count only content words. The score is defined as,

RBOW(si, sj) = cos(v⃗i, v⃗j) =
v⃗i · v⃗j
|v⃗i||v⃗j |

, (4.6)
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Query: Did ichiro hit a home-run?

Parsed query:
[Ichiro (subj.), HR (obj.), hit]

Exact Matching
Search queries:
[Ichiro (subj.) hit], [HR (obj.) hit]

Partial Matching
• Relax a element to search
• Fulfill a new element to the 

relaxed point

Bag-of-Words
Word vector: [Ichiro, HR, hit]

Ichiro: 0.995, HR:0.991, hit: 0.867

Naïve Bayes significance score

Search queries: [Ichiro (subj.), *][HR (obj.), *]

[Ichiro (subj.), swing] 
[HR (obj.), swing]

Relevance of Relevance of 
predicates

Search query: [* (obj.), hit]

[double (obj.), hit] Relevance of Relevance of 
arguments

Search query: [* (subj.), hit]

[Lopez (subj.), hit] Relevance of Relevance of 
argument

Figure 4.4: The overall matching strategy of the proposed scheme.

by using cosine similarity of the count of content words v⃗i = {C(wi1), ..., C(win)} in a

sentence (or document) si. In this method, the significance score is used for preference of

the words when multiple candidates are matched for a short query.

The overall matching strategy of the proposed scheme is summarized in Figure 4.4.

4.2.5 Selection of Relevant Information from a Sentence

Answer or information presentation is generated based on the matched sentence in a news-

paper article. As a sentence is often complex or made of multiple predicates, simple pre-

sentation of the sentence would be redundant or even irrelevant. Therefore, the portion

of the matched P-A structure need to be selected, to generate a concise response relevant

to the user’s query. For example, when a sentence “Ichiro hit a three-run homer in the

seventh inning and Mariners won the game” is matched by the pattern “[Ichiro(subject),

hit]”, we select the former portion of the sentence which exactly answers the user’s query,

and generate a response “Ichiro hit a three-run homer in the seventh inning.”
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4.3 Proactive Presentation based on Similarity of P-A Struc-
ture (PP module)

The proactive presentation (PP) module presents information that is related to the dialogue

history if the system detects a pause longer than a threshold. This function enables to

present a new information that the user is interested in, even if the user does not make

a question. The PP module uses the significance score and the relevance measure of the

predicate and arguments. The relevance score is defined by the significance score and the

relevance measure of the predicate and arguments.

4.3.1 Similarity of Sentences based on P-A Structure

For proactive presentation, a relevance score between sentences is defined based on the P-A

structure. The relevance score is defined for a pair that have the same named entity as a

subject to provide relevant information. The sentence-level relevance measure is defined as,

Rs(si, sv) =Rp(wpi , wpv)×
P (D|wpi) + P (D|wpv)

2

+
∑
j

Ra(waj , wav)×
P (D|waj ) + P (D|wav)

2
. (4.7)

Here, si is a sentence in the dialogue history and sv is a candidate information to present.

wp and wa are a predicate and arguments, included in ui and uv. Rp(.) and Ra(.) are

relevance of a predicate and arguments that is defined in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3.

The relevance score of predicates and arguments are weighted by the significance score

of the domain D (P (D|wi)). The system considers the dialogue history of both the user

and the system, and calculates the dialogue-level relevance measure by using the latest h

utterances,

Rpp =
∑
i∈h

Rs(ui, uv). (4.8)

In this work, h is 2. The system presents information that has the highest score of Eqn.

(4.8). The output of the PP module is generated from the sentence that has the highest

score and the published date of the article.
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Table 4.1: Evaluation of system response.

Input Model Correct Ambiguous Incorrect No Answer

Text Exact 0.299 0.005 0.015 0.681
Exact+Partial 0.662 0.050 0.203 0.085

Exact+Partial+BOW 0.697 0.050 0.253 0.000
(cf) BOW 0.468 0.139 0.393 0.000
(cf) SOW 0.542 0.114 0.343 0.000

Speech Exact 0.194 0.010 0.005 0.791
(ASR) Exact+Partial 0.572 0.060 0.189 0.179

Exact+Partial+BOW 0.641 0.065 0.289 0.000
(cf) BOW 0.398 0.094 0.488 0.000
(cf) SOW 0.463 0.104 0.433 0.000

4.4 Evaluations

This section shows experimental results of the proposed two modules: question answering

(QA) and proactive presentation (PP). The QA module is evaluated on the task of informa-

tion retrieval from the target newspaper articles. The PP module is evaluated by subjective

and objective experiments with users.

4.4.1 Evaluation of Presentation of Relevant Information (QA module)

The significance score (Naive Bayes model) and the relevance score were learned using the

Mainichi Newspaper corpus of ten years (2000-2009). For evaluation of the system, we

prepared 201 questions from news articles (September 19-26, 2010) seen at the website

of Mainichi Newspaper1. Correct answers to the test queries were annotated manually.

Evaluation was done with the text input as well as speech input. A word N-gram language

model for ASR dedicated to the domain was trained using the relevant newspaper article

corpus. The word error rate was approximately 24%.

The system responses for the test queries are categorized into one of the following

four: correct answer only “Correct”, case which includes the correct answer but also other

redundant answers “Ambiguous”, incorrect answer “Incorrect”, and “No Answer”. The

ambiguous cases occur when multiple sentences or predicates are matched. Recall, pre-

cision and F-measure are also calculated by counting individual answers separately even

when multiple answers are output. The results based on these evaluation measures are

1http://www.mainichi.jp
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Table 4.2: Accuracy of system response.

Input Model Precision Recall F-measure

Text Exact 0.938 0.303 0.458
Exact+Partial 0.725 0.711 0.718

Exact+Partial+BOW 0.701 0.746 0.723
(cf) BOW 0.498 0.607 0.547
(cf) SOW 0.552 0.656 0.600

Speech Exact 0.891 0.204 0.332
(ASR) Exact+Partial 0.658 0.632 0.645

Exact+Partial+BOW 0.617 0.706 0.659
(cf) BOW 0.429 0.493 0.459
(cf) SOW 0.483 0.567 0.522

summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 for text input and speech input.

In the tables, the proposed method is broken down into three phases as shown in Fig-

ure 4.4: exact matching of P-A structure, incorporation of the partial matching, and back-off

to the “bag-of-words” (BOW) model. For comparison, the BOW model and “sequence-of-

words” (SOW) model are also tested. SOW model considers the sequence order in the BOW

model. The exact matching assumes strong constraint of P-A patterns, so the generated

answers are almost correct, but no answers are generated very often. By incorporating the

partial matching and BOW model, the system can output more relevant answers. Com-

pared with the BOW model, the proposed method achieves much higher ratio or precision

of correct answers. F-measure is also higher by 17% absolute.

A similar tendency is observed for speech input, although the overall accuracy is de-

graded because of the ASR errors. However, degradation is relatively small considering the

word accuracy of 76%. The partial matching works effectively even if the exact matching

fails due to ASR errors. Moreover, the back-off to the BOW model is effective in ASR

input.

The proposed method generates concise responses by selecting the relevant portion as

described in Section 4.2.5, while the BOW method often generates long responses which

includes many redundant portions. This property is particularly important in the speech

interface.
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Table 4.3: Objective evaluation by a majority.

Evaluation Num.

(a) Correct. 32
(b) Correct, but it includes grammatical errors. 4
(c) Correct, but it is diffuse. 2
(d) Incorrect. 8

4.4.2 Evaluation of Proactive Presentation (PP) module

Subjective and objective experiments were conducted with examiners. Here, 140 pairs of

questions and answers that are labeled as “Correct” in Section 4.4.1 are used as a history

of dialogue (h = 2) of the proposed system, and 55 pairs outputted proactive presentations

that have the same subjective named entity. The user question, system response and

proactive presentation are given to examiners who evaluates the appropriateness of the

proactive presentation in the context (=history). Three examiners evaluated on two criteria:

(1) Appropriateness of the presented information to the context (objective evaluation).

(2) How does the user feel if he or she was presented the information on the situation of

proactive presentation (subjective evaluation)?

In the evaluation (1), examiners evaluated the output among four categories:

(a) Correct.

(b) Correct, but includes grammatical errors.

(c) Correct, but it is diffuse.

(d) Incorrect.

There are 9 presentations that the evaluation was split among examiners, and the eval-

uation of 46 presentations was decided by a majority. As shown in Table 4.3, number

of (a) “correct” was 32. There are 38 “correct” including (b) “grammatical errors” or (c)

“diffusion”, and the total ratio of the correct responses was 82.6%.

In the evaluation (2), examiners evaluated the output in the 4-point scale. The average

of the score was 3.33. It demonstrates that the system generally made meaningful proactive

presentations.
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User: 阪神は勝った？
(Did Hanshin win the game?)

System: 阪神は鳥谷の決勝打で勝ったよ。
(Hanshin won the game by the game winning
hit of Toritani.)

User: 能⾒は登板したの？

Did Nohmi come in to pitch？
System: 能⾒は七回無失点で勝利投⼿になったよ。

Nohmi was the winning pitcher, by shutting
out for seven innings. 

User: 能⾒は三振を取った？

(Did he get strikeout?)
System: 能⾒は２死⼀、⼆塁では阿部を内角スライダーで三振に

取ったよ。
(Nohmi struck out Abe on a slider with two out 
two-on jam.)

(無音; Silence)
System: ちなみに、能⾒は８⽉２９日にも巨人・坂本を１４７

キロで空振り三振に取ったよ。
(Anyway, Nohmi struck out Sakamoto on a 
147km/h four-seam in August 29th.)

(C)

(B)

(A)

Figure 4.5: Dialogue example (original in Japanese, translated to English).

4.5 Dialogue Example

An example of dialogue that is based on the proposed modules (QA and PP) is shown in

Figure 4.5. In the example, first, the system answers a user question with QA module with

exactly matched information in (A). Next, the system cannot find the exact P-A triplet of

“[Nohmi (subject), come into pitch]”, but the system can answer with partially matched

information of “[Nohmi (subject), was the winning pitcher]” in (B). Finally, the system

presents information that is related to the dialogue history in (C) with the PP module.
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4.6 Conclusion

This chapter addressed a new scheme of spoken dialogue modules which can talk about

Web texts in an interactive manner. The information extraction technique is adopted to

conduct question answering as well as proactive information presentation. A statistical

significance measure based on Naive Bayes works effectively for automatic selection of the

important P-A structure in a given domain. Relevance measures are also defined for a

predicate and arguments in order to retrieve relevant entries when the exact matching does

not succeed. This information retrieval method enables the system to continue a dialogue by

using information that matches the user query on the semantic-level. The proposed module

improved the accuracy of information retrieval than conventional bag-of-words scheme. The

improvement of F-measure was 17.6 points with a text input and 19.6 points with speech

input.

The proactive presentation module is also proposed based on the similarity of P-A

structure. The module presents a relevant information proactively by using the relevance

measure of arguments and predicates. The experimental result shows that the proposed

model can present meaningful information by following the dialogue context.

The proposed modules are based on an unsupervised framework from unannotated cor-

pora, and the framework does not require a construction of any relational database or

thesauruses. This feature enables easy adaptation of the system to a variety of domains.





Chapter 5

Statistical Learning of Dialogue
Model by Tracking Dialogue State
and User Focus

This chapter addresses a spoken dialogue management for the information navigation sys-

tem. The proposed dialogue management is based on partially observable Markov decision

process (POMDP) and conducts information navigation by selecting the most appropriate

dialogue module to respond the user. The reward function (of POMDP) is defined by the

quality of interaction to apply the POMDP to a task that does not have a clear task goal.

POMDP also tracks a dialogue state and user’s focus of attention to make appropriate

actions to the user.

This chapter first introduces general statistical dialogue management based on rein-

forcement learning and then, the model of dialogue management of information navigation.

Spoken language understanding (SLU) based on discriminative model provides an input

of dialogue manager. POMDP updates the belief of user state by using the current SLU

result and the previous belief that contracts the history of dialogue. The belief update

allows for using a long context of dialogue. The framework is extended to track the user

focus, attentional state of the user. The user focus is also detected by a discriminative

model of SLU, and modeled as a stochastic variable in a belief. The belief of user focus is

also updated to track the context of the dialogue.

57
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5.1 Dialogue Management for Spoken Dialogue Systems

Dialogue management of spoken dialogue systems was usually made in a heuristic manner

and often based on simple rules (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2003; Bratman et al., 1988; Lucas,

2000). In the past years, machine learning, particularly reinforcement learning (RL), have

been investigated for dialogue management. Markov decision processes (MDPs) and par-

tially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) are the most successful and now

widely used to model and train dialogue managers (Roy et al., 2000; Levin et al., 2000;

Williams and Young, 2007; Young et al., 2010). These approaches allow us to consider all

possible future actions of a dialogue system, and thus to obtain a new optimal dialogue

strategy which could not be anticipated in conventional hand-crafted dialogue systems.

5.1.1 Dialogue management based on POMDP

After several early successful applications of statistical approaches to various tasks, the

focus of research in dialogue management is shifting towards two directions. The first is

how to deploy such methods in realistic goal-oriented dialogue systems and the other is how

to develop a non-goal-oriented dialogue system with the statistical approach. On the first

viewpoint, unsupervised dialogue-act annotation (Lee et al., 2012) is one means of avoiding

labeling costs when we can obtain actual dialogue data in a target domain. (Gašić et

al., 2013) proposed a belief adaptation with Bayesian update (Thomson and Young, 2010)

of dialogue states. This method adapts the belief of an existing POMDP-based dialogue

manager to some other tasks by following Gaussian processes. The other approach is a

hybrid of the statistical dialogue management based on POMDP and the conventional rule-

based dialogue management. Hand-crafted rules or knowledge databases constructed for

conventional rule-based dialogue system can improve the statistical dialogue management

(Lemon et al., 2006; Williams, 2008; Young et al., 2010; Varges et al., 2011). One of the

problems of such POMDP-based system optimization is that the task and the domain are

mixed in existing systems. In this work, the task structure and the domain knowledge are

separated so a flexible dialogue manger for a variety of domains can be designed in the task

of information presentation.

Another problem of POMDP dialogue systems is that the parameter space is so large,

that it is very difficult to find exact solutions. Typical approaches to the problem is to use
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approximations (Monahan, 1982) such as hypothesis cutting (e.g. by using task knowledge

or parametric distribution selection) and to convert a feature vector into a small dimen-

sion (Spaan and Vlassis, 2005). These approaches eliminate superfluous hypotheses of the

dialogue manager based on rules or knowledge databases.

In this work, we abstract the task structure of dialogue to a limited number of dialogue

modules. Information of user focus is also compacted into a binary flag of focus existence

that the user query has any user focus or not. This compaction is decided on the trade-

off between performance and efficiency of POMDP, memory and also portability across

domains.

5.1.2 Dialogue Management in Non-Goal-Oriented Systems

The conventional scheme for goal-oriented systems assumes that the task and dialogue goal

are clearly defined and readily encoded in the RL reward function. This is not true in

casual conversation or information navigation addressed in this work.

Some previous work has tackled with this problem. (Pan et al., 2012) designed a spoken

document retrieval system whose goal is user’s information need satisfaction, and defined

rewards by using the structure of the target document set. This is possible only for well-

defined document search problems. The strategy requires a structure of the document set

and definition of user demand satisfaction. (Shibata et al., 2014) developed a conversational

chatting system. It asks users to make evaluation at the end of each dialogue session

to define rewards for reinforcement learning. (Meguro et al., 2010) proposed a listening

dialogue system. In their work, levels of satisfaction were annotated in the logs of dialogue

sessions to train a discriminative model. These approaches require costly input from users

or developers, who provide evaluation and supervision labels. In this work, a framework

in which reward is defined for the quality of system actions and also for encouraging long

interactions is explored, in contrast to the previous approaches. Moreover, user focus is

tracked to make appropriate actions, which are more rewarded.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the information navigation system.

5.2 Dialogue Management for Information Navigation Sys-
tem

As described in Section 1.4, the task of information navigation is decoded as a module

selection of seven dialogue modules: topic presentation (TP), story telling (ST), question

answering (QA), proactive presentation (PP), greeting (GR), keep silence (KS) and confir-

mation (CO). The dialogue manager selects a module (action decision) based on an input of

a user intention. A user intention is encoded as a request to the system, the user intention

has six classes and each intention has a corresponding system action. The detail of user

intention is described in Section 5.3.3. The system also detects a user focus that is tagged

on at least one phrase in a user utterance. The existence of the user focus is used in manger

for the belief update of POMDP framework. The aim of the dialogue management for

information navigation is to decide the best system action module for the output of SLU

modules: user intention analysis and user focus detection.

Again, the overview of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.1 (This is the same

figure as Figure 1.8). The system starts a dialogue from TP module by presenting head-
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SYS, tp, “Matsui, a part-time coach for the Giants, demonstrated 5 homeruns. 
The Giants president told him "Come back as a player!”

USR, st, 0, ” Give me the detail?”, ”Give:me/0 the:detail/0”
SYS, st, ”Matsui joined the extra batting training in the Giants' camp, and 

demonstrated his batting to young players.”
USR, qa, 1, “Will Matsui become the Giants' manager in the future?”,

”Matsui/0 will:become/0 the Giants' manager/1 in the future/0”
SYS, qa, ”The director of Giants told him "Come back as a player!””
USR, tp, 0, ”Next news, please.”, ”Next:news/0 please/0”
SYS, tp, ” To be a ace pitcher, has Fujinami improved from the rookie year?
…

Figure 5.2: An example of annotation for collected dialogue. System utterances have a
tuple of three elements separated by a comma: utterer, called module and utterance. User
utterances have a tuple of four elements: utterer, the module the user request falls in,
binary information of user focus, utterance and user focus annotation on each phrase or
P-A element.

lines of the news of the day. When the user is interested in the presented topic, the system

describes the detail of topic with ST module. When the user asks a question, the system

answers the question with QA module. PP module is activated to present a related infor-

mation even if the user does not make a question. Transitions between the modules are

allowed as shown in Figure 5.1, except GR, KS and CO modules, these modules can be

called at any time.

5.3 Spoken Language Understanding (SLU)

In this section, the spoken language understanding (SLU) components of the system is

presented. It detects the user’s focus and intention and provides them to the dialogue

manager. The SLU modules are formulated with a statistical discriminative model to give

likelihoods which are used in POMDP.

5.3.1 Training Data and Annotation

We collected 606 utterances (from 10 users) with a rule-based dialogue system, and 312

utterances (from 8 users) with a preliminary statistical-based dialogue system which was

constructed by using the data collected with the rule-based system. An example of anno-

tation is shown in Figure 5.2. Annotation points are highlighted in the bold font.

To prepare the training data, each utterance was labeled with one of the six tags,
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indicating the best module to respond. In addition, each phrase or P-A elements is labeled

whether it is the user’s focus or not. The user focus is defined as “the main piece of

information of interest to the user.” The system reply should include the information that

is a piece of interest to the user. For example, in the second user utterance in Figure 5.2,

the user’s focus is the phrase “the Giants’ manager” and it should be included in the system

response.

5.3.2 User Focus Detection based on CRF

To detect the user focus, a conditional random field (CRF) is used. The problem is defined

as a sequential labeling of the focus labels to a sequence of the phrases of the user utterance.

Features used are listed in Table 5.1. ORDER features are the order of the phrase in the

sequence and in the P-A structure. These features are adopted because the user focus often

appears in the first phrase of the user utterance. POS features are part-of-speech (POS)

tags and their pairs in the phrase. P-A features are the semantic role of the P-A structure.

The P-A significance score defined in Section 2.2.2 (P-A Score) is also incorporated. The

score is discretized to 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5.

Table 5.2 shows the accuracy of user focus detection, which was conducted via five-fold

cross-validation of the entire training data. CRFsuite (Okazaki, 2007) is used as a CRF

classifier. “Phrase” is phrase-base accuracy and “sentence” indicates whether the presence

of any user focus phrase was correctly detected (or not), regardless of whether the correct

phrase was identified. This table shows that WORD features are effective for detecting the

user focus, but they are not essential in the sentence-level accuracy. For portability across

domains, we adopt the sentence-level features, and do not use the WORD features.

CRF gives a probability of whether any user focus is detected for each phrase hl in the

ASR result h. The sentence-level probability of focus existence is calculated by combining

the sequence of probabilities of user focus label of being negative (0);

P (of |h) = 1−
∏
l

P (ofl = 0|hl). (5.1)

5.3.3 User Intention Analysis based on LR

The module classifies the six user intention categories from the user utterance.
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Table 5.1: Features of user focus detection.

feature type feature

ORDER Rank in a sequence of phrases
Rank in a sequence of elements of P-A

POS POS tags in the phrase
POS tag sequence

POSORDER Pair of POS tag and its order in the phrase

P-A Which semantic role the phrase has
Which semantic roles exist on the utterance

P-AORDER Pair of semantic role and its order in the utterance

P-A score P-A significance score

WORD Words in the phrase
Pair of words in the phrase
Pair of word and its order in the phrase

Table 5.2: Accuracy of user focus detection.

Accuracy

phrase 78.5%
phrase + (WORD) 80.8%

sentence (focus exists or not) 99.9%
sentence (focus exists or not) + (WORD) 99.9%

• TP: request to the TP module.

• ST: request to the ST module.

• QA: request to the QA module.

• GR: greeting to the GR module.

• NR: silence longer than a threshold.

• II: irrelevant input due to ASR errors or noise.

Logistic regression (LR) is adopted for the dialogue act tagging (Tur et al., 2006). The

probability of user intention os given an ASR result of the user utterance h is defined as,

P (os|h) =
exp(ω · ϕ(h, os))∑
i exp(ω · ϕ(h, os,i))

. (5.2)

Here, ϕ(h, os) is a feature vector and ω is a feature weight. We use POS, P-A and P-A score

as a feature set. In addition, we add a typical expression feature (TYPICAL) to classify TP,

ST or GR tags. For example, typical expressions in conversations are “Hello” or “Go on,”

and those in information navigation are “News of the day” or “Tell me in detail.” Features

for the classifier are listed in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Features of user intention analysis.

feature type feature

POS Bag of POS tags
Bag of POS bi-gram

P-A Bag of semantic role labels
Bag of semantic role labels bi-gram
Pair of semantic role label and its rank

P-A score P-A significance score

TYPICAL Occurrence of typical expressions

Table 5.4: Accuracy of user intention analysis.

All features without TYPICAL

TP 98.7% 98.7%
ST 75.8% 65.3%
QA 95.1% 93.5%
GR 97.7% 97.7%
II 31.3% 31.3%

All 93.0% 92.2%

The classification accuracy in five-fold cross-validation is shown in Table 5.4. The

TYPICAL feature improves the classification accuracy while keeping the domain portability.

5.3.4 SLU for ASR output

An overview of spoken language understanding that uses N-best list of ASR is depicted in

Figure 5.3. ASR and intention analysis involves errors. Here, s is a true user intention

and os is an observed intention. The observation model P (os|s) is given by the likelihood

of ASR result P (h|u) (Komatani and Kawahara, 2000) and the likelihood of the intention

analysis P (os|h),

P (os|s) =
∑
h

P (os, h|s) (5.3)

≈
∑
h

P (os|h)P (h|u). (5.4)

Here, u is an utterance of the user. We combine the N-best (N = 5) hypotheses of the ASR

result h.

The user focus detection also needs to consider ASR errors. The probability of user

focus is given by the likelihood of ASR result P (h|u) and the likelihood of the user focus
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Figure 5.3: Overview of spoken language understanding (SLU).

detection P (of |h),

P (of |f) =
∑
h

P (of , h|f) (5.5)

≈
∑
h

P (of |h)P (h|u). (5.6)

5.4 Dialogue Management for Information Navigation

5.4.1 Dialogue Management based on POMDP

POMDP is a probabilistic extension of MDP that deals with the posterior probabilities of

hidden user states (referred to as beliefs), which are recursively estimated from observation

sequences. Belief updates are performed using the transition probabilities of the hidden

states, combined with observation probabilities. The objective of POMDP optimization is

to produce a policy that maps from beliefs to system actions such that the overall expected

cost of the dialog is minimized. To calculate these observation and transition probabilities,
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the proposed statistical dialogue management and learning scheme.

this optimization requires data from dialogue corpora, which are manually annotated with

task-oriented dialogue act tags that correspond to the hidden user states.

Figure 5.4 shows an overview of the framework. There are two phases in the con-

struction of a dialogue manager: learning and dialogue. In the learning phase, the dialogue

manager learns the optimal policy function. In the dialogue phase, the dialogue manager

responds to a user by following the trained policy and its belief update.

The random variables involved at a dialogue turn t are as follows:

• s ∈ Is: user state
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User intention.

• a ∈ K: system action

Module that the system selects.

• o ∈ Is: observation

Observed user state, including ASR and intention analysis errors.

• bsi = P (si|o1:t): belief

Stochastic variable of the user state.

• π: policy function

This function determines a system action a given a belief of user b. π∗ is the optimal

policy function that is acquired by the learning.

• r: reward function

This function gives a reward to a pair of the user state s and the system action a.

The aim of the statistical dialogue management is to output an optimal system action ât

given a sequence of observation o1:t from 1 to t time-steps and a sequence of previous actions

a1:t−1 from 1 to (t− 1).

Next, we give the belief update that includes the observation and state transition func-

tion. The probability of the user state si given an observation sequence t o1:t from 1 to t

with confidence x1:t and action sequence a1:t−1 from 1 to (t− 1) is denoted by,

btsi = P (si|o1:t;x1:t, a1:t−1), (5.7)

and referred to as “belief”. To avoid clutter, we will usually omit x1:t. We can obtain the

following update equation from btsi to bt+1
s′j

:

bt+1
s′j

= P (s′j |o1:t+1, a1:t) (5.8)

=
P (s′j , o

t+1, at|o1:t, a1:t−1)

P (ot+1, at|o1:t, a1:t−1)
(5.9)

∝
∑
si

P (ot+1, s′j , a
t|si)P (si|o1:t, a1:t−1)

∝
∑
si

P (ot+1, s′j , a
t|si)bsi , (5.10)

Then, by introducing the previous system action at = ak that is determined by a policy
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function, we can rewrite P (ot+1, s′j , a
t|si) in Eqn. (5.10) as follows:

P (ot+1, s′j , ak|si) = P (ot+1, s′j |si, ak)P (ak|si)︸ ︷︷ ︸
policy

= P (ot+1, s′j |si, âk)

= P (ot+1|s′j , si, âk)P (s′j |si, âk). (5.11)

where P (ak|si) is replaced by the policy function in the POMDP. As the observation model

is independent from factors of previous time-step of si and âk, we can omit si and âk in the

first member and rewrite the Eqn. (5.11) as,

P (ot+1|s′j , si, âk)P (s′j |si, âk) ≈ P (ot+1|s′j)P (s′j |si, âk). (5.12)

We rewrite Eqn. (5.10) with Eqn. (5.12) as follows:

bt+1
s′j

∝ P (ot+1|s′j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Obs.1

∑
si

P (s′j |si, âk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trans.1

btsi . (5.13)

Obs.1 is an observation function which is defined in Equation (5.4) and (5.6), and Trans.1

is a state transition probability of the user state. Once the system estimates the belief bt,

the policy function outputs the optimal action â as follows:

â = π∗(bt). (5.14)

5.4.2 Training of POMDP

Q-learning (Monahan, 1982; Watkins and Dayan, 1992) is usually adopted to acquire the

optimal policy π∗. Q-learning relies on the estimation of a Q-function, which maximizes

the discounted sum of future rewards of the system action at at a dialogue turn t given

the current belief bt. Q-learning is performed by iterative updates on the training dialogue

data:

Q(bt, at) ⇐ (1− ε)Q(bt, at) + ε[R(st, at) + γmax
at+1

Q(bt+1, at+1)], (5.15)

where ε is a learning rate, γ is a discount factor of a future reward. We experimentally

decided ε = 0.01 and γ = 0.9. The optimal policy given by the Q-function is determined

as,

π∗(bt) = argmax
at

Q(bt, at). (5.16)
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However, it is impossible to calculate the Q-function for all possible real values of belief

b. Thus, we train a limited Q-function given by a Grid-based Value Iteration (Bonet, 2002).

The belief is given by a function,

bsi =

{
η if s = i
1−η
|Is| if s ̸= i

. (5.17)

Here, η is a likelihood of s = i that is output of SLU, and 11 discrete points from 0.0 to 1.0

by 0.1 are selected. The case of uniform distribution is also added.

5.4.3 Dialogue Management using User Focus

The proposed POMDP-based dialogue management refers two kinds of belief information:

the user intention s and the user focus f (0 or 1). Accordingly, two observations come from

SLU: result of user intention analysis os and result of user focus detection of .

The equation of the belief update (Eqn. (5.13)) is extended by introducing the previous

focus fl and current focus f ′
m,

bt+1
s′j ,f

′
m
= P (ot+1

s , ot+1
f |s′j , f ′

m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Obs.2

∑
i

∑
l

P (s′j , f
′
m|si, fl, âk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Trans.2

btsi,fl . (5.18)

The observation probability is approximated as,

Obs.2 = P (ot+1
s |ot+1

f , s′j , f
′
m)P (ot+1

f |s′j , f ′
m)

≈ P (ot+1
s |s′j)P (ot+1

f |f ′
m). (5.19)

Here, we assume that information of the user focus f ′
m and ot+1

f does not affect the ob-

servation of the user state ot+1
s , and the user intention s′j does not affect the observation

of the user focus ot+1
f . These probabilities are calculated from the probability of the user

intention analysis (Eqn. (5.4)) and the probability of the user focus detection (Eqn. (5.6)).

The resultant trained policy is,

â = π∗(bt) = π∗({btsi,fl}). (5.20)

To train the policy, the equation of Q-learning (Eqn. (5.15)) is modified as,

Q(bt, at) ⇐ (1− ε)Q(bt, at) + ε[R(st, f t, at) + γmax
at+1

Q(bt+1, at+1)]. (5.21)
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Figure 5.5: Graphical model of the proposed observation model and state transition model.

The state transition probability in Eqn. (5.18) is developed as,

Trans.2 = P (s′j , |f ′
m, si, fl, âk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

intention model

P (f ′
m|si, fl, âk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

focus model

. (5.22)

Thus, the observations os and of are controlled by hidden states f and s that are determined

by the state transition probabilities,

focus model = P (f t+1|f t, st, at), (5.23)

intention model = P (st+1|f t+1, f t, st, at). (5.24)

A graphical model of the proposed model is shown in Figure 5.5. A user simulator is

constructed by using the annotated data described in Section 5.3.1.

5.4.4 Definition of Rewards

Definition of rewards is critical in the proposed system. Table 5.5 defines a reward list

at the end of each turn. A reward of +10 is given to appropriate actions, 0 to acceptable

actions, and -10 to inappropriate actions. In Table 5.5, pairs of a state and its apparently

corresponding action, TP and TP, ST and ST, QA and QA, GR and GR, and II and KS,

have positive rewards. Rewards in bold fonts (+10) are defined for the following reasons.
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Table 5.5: Rewards in each turn.

state focus action a
s f TP ST QA PP GR KS CO

TP
0

+10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 0
1

ST
0

-10 +10 -10 0 -10 -10 0
1

QA
0

-10
+10 +10 -10

-10 -10 0
1 -10 +30 +10

GR
0

-10 -10 -10 -10 +10 -10 0
1

NR
0 +10

-10 -10
-10

-10 0 0
1 -10 +10

II
0

-10 -10 -10 -10 -10 +10 0
1

If a user asks a question (QA) without a focus (e.g. “What happened on the game?”), the

system can continue by story telling (ST). But when the question has a focus, the system

should answer the question (QA), which is highly rewarded (+30).

If the system cannot find an answer, it can present relevant information (PP). When

the user says nothing (NR), the system action should be determined by considering the

user focus; present a new topic if the user is not interested in the current topic (f=0), or

present an article related to the dialogue history (f=1). Keeping silence (KS) is a safe action

to the user silence (NR), thus, its reward is 0. However, we give 1 frustration point if the

system selects KS in this case because the strategy conflicts with the concept of information

navigation. Confirmation (CO) is a safe action to every user input, but it also frustrates

the user. Thus, the reward of CO is defined as 0 for every intention, but 2 frustration points

are given to the system. If the system selects an inappropriate action (action of r = −10),

2 frustration points are given to the system. If the frustration points accumulate more than

10, a large penalty -200 is given to the system and the dialogue is terminated. Reward of

+200 is given if 20 turns are passed to reward a long continued dialogue.

5.5 Experimental Evaluation

The proposed system is evaluated with two experiments; dialogue state tracking with real

users and simulation. For evaluation of the system, additional 626 utterances (12 users, 24
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Figure 5.6: Effect of introduction of the stochastic variable (MDP vs. POMDP)

dialogues; 2 dialogues with each user) were collected with the proposed dialogue system.

There are 58 cases regarded as no request (NR) when the user did not say anything for

longer than 5 seconds.

5.5.1 Evaluation of Dialogue Manager with User Simulator

First, the dialogue manager is evaluated with a user simulator that was constructed from

the training corpus (Section 5.3.1). In this evaluation, the system calculated average reward

of 100,000 dialogue sessions between the system and the user simulator given a fixed noise

rate. Figure 5.6 compares MDP and POMDP. This result shows that the stochastic

extension of reinforcement learning is effective for noisy input that includes ASR or NLU

errors. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the user focus. By introducing the user focus, the

system receives higher rewards than the model without the user focus. Especially, the

proposed model is more robust with a noise level of 10–30% that spoken dialogue systems

often encounter as described in Chapter 3.
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5.5.2 Evaluation of Dialogue State Tracking and Action Selection

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is a task of tracking the correct user state with a noisy input

(e.g. ASR and SLU errors) (Williams et al., 2013). It tries to maximize the probability of

the belief of the correct states, and the accuracy of the 1-best result of the belief update

is evaluated. Accuracy of the system action and the average reward for dialogue sessions

are also evaluated. The accuracy of the system action shows not only the effect of the

belief update but also the effect of the trained policy. There are two baseline systems. The

first baseline system is a rule-based dialogue manager that is operated by a score of the

question-answering module using the P-A structure (Chapter 4) and regular expressions for

TP and GR modules. The other baseline system is operated by the POMDP-based dialogue

manger that does not refer to user focus (POMDP w.o. focus).

The DST accuracy, accuracy of action selection, and average reward are summarized

in Table 5.6. This result shows that the proposed method tracks the dialogue state of

the user with high accuracy, and responds with more appropriate modules. A breakdown

of the DST accuracy is shown in Table 5.7. The table shows precision (P), recall (R)

and F-measure (F) of each intention tag. The performance for greeting (GR) and irrelevant
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Table 5.6: Summary of results comparing with rule-based system and POMDP without
user focus.

Rule POMDP POMDP
w.o. focus proposed

Accuracy of DST 0.786 0.853 0.866
(1-best) (=492/626) (=534/626) (=542/626)

Accuracy of Actions 0.756 0.763 0.860
(1-best) (=517/684) (=522/684) (=588/684)

Average reward 213.333 242.917 374.583

Table 5.7: Performance of dialogue state tracking (DST) (precision, recall and F-measure).

tag
Rule POMDP w.o. focus POMDP proposed

P R F P R F P R F

TP 0.985 0.812 0.890 0.912 0.828 0.868 0.951 0.820 0.880
ST 0.500 0.012 0.023 0.906 0.585 0.711 0.887 0.768 0.824
QA 0.696 0.990 0.818 0.823 0.963 0.888 0.842 0.946 0.891

Table 5.8: SCount of tag of user intention s.

tag count

TP 239
ST 82
QA 299
GR 2
II 4

All 626

NR 58

All (+NR) 684

Table 5.9: Count of tag of system action a.)

tag count

TP 259
ST 90
QA 290
PP 38
GR 2
KS 4

All 684

input (II) is not shown because the number of these tags was very small (#GR=2, #II=4).

The count of each tag of user intention s and system action a are shown in Table 5.8, 5.9.

The proposed framework improved the SLU accuracy and robustness against ASR errors,
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Table 5.10: Performance of action selection (precision, recall and F-measure).

tag
Rule POMDP w.o. focus POMDP proposed

P R F P R F P R F

TP 0.884 0.822 0.852 0.917 0.764 0.834 0.959 0.803 0.874
ST 1.000 0.022 0.043 0.900 0.500 0.643 0.910 0.789 0.845
QA 0.678 0.993 0.806 0.797 0.962 0.872 0.843 0.945 0.891
PP 0.929 0.342 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.854 0.921 0.886

especially reducing misclassification of question answering (QA) that were actually topic

presentation (TP) or story telling (ST). Moreover, the belief update can detect the ST state

even if the SLU incorrectly predicts QA or TP.

The proposed method also improved the accuracy of action selection. A breakdown is

shown in Table 5.10. Here, the results of TP, ST, QA and PP are presented because the

number of KS and GR was very small (#GR=2, #KS=4), and CO was not labeled as a

correct action. The proposed method outperformed the baseline systems for all actions.

The proposed method improved the accuracy for topic presentation (TP) and proactive

presentation (PP) especially when the user intention was no request (NR). The POMDP

without user focus always selected the keep silence (KS) module if the user said nothing

(NR).

The proposed method also made more effective confirmations (CO) when the SLU result

was not correct. It made confirmations (CO) 18 times, and 15 times of them was done when

the SLU result was incorrect (15/18=83.3%). The POMDP without user focus made only

two confirmations, when the detected user intention was correct (0/2=0.0%).

The proposed method made 35 proactive presentations (PP), and 17 times of them

(17/35=48.6%) invoked new user questions. This result demonstrates that the proposed

system encouraged interactions in news navigation.

5.5.3 Discussion of Trained Policy

An example dialogue is shown in Figure 5.8. In the example, the system selects appropriate

actions even if the observation likelihood is low. At the 4th turn of Dialogue 1 in this

example, the system with the user focus responds with an action of proactive presentation

a=PP, but the system without the user focus responds with an action of topic presentation

a=TP. At the 2nd turn of Dialogue 2, the user asks a question without a focus. The
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Sys: Hello.
Usr: Hello. Tell me today's news.
Sys: Tanaka showed a crazy split. His colleague 

Sabathia was stunned.
Usr: What is the crazy split?
Sys: His split comes just like a four-seam, but it 

drops quickly in front of the home plate.
Usr: Where was he training?
Sys: Tanaka practiced at the bullpen in the New 

York Yankees' camp on Feb. 20th.
Usr: (pause)
Sys: By the way, he also practiced a drop 

two-seam on Feb. 18.
Usr: Does his two-seam drop?
Sys: The catcher said "Tanaka's two-seam not

only slides, but also drops."
Usr: OK, any other news?
Sys: Yankees' Ichiro is training strenuously!
Usr: Tell me more.
Sys: Ichiro came to the field an hour earlier than 
usual and trained strenuously.
…

�=TP, � � � =0.8, �(�=TP)=0.800, �=0

�=TP, �(�=TP �=0)=0.8

�=QA, � � � =0.4, �(�=QA)=0.934, �=1

�=QA, �(�=QA, �=1)=0.9

�=QA, � � � =0.8, �(�=QA)=0.973, �=1

�=QA, �(�=QA, �=1)=1.0

�=NR, � � � =1.0, �(�=NR)=1.00, �=1

�=PP, �(�=NR, �=1)=1.0

�=QA, � � � =0.6, �(�=QA)=0.867, �=1

�=QA, �(�=QA, �=1)=0.9

�=TP, � � � =0.8, �(�=TP)=0.984, �=0

�=TP, �(�=TP, �=0)=1.0

�=ST, � � � =0.9, �(�=ST)=0.871, �=0

�=ST, �(�=ST, �=0)=0.9

Dialogue 1

Sys: Hello.
Usr: Hello. Tell me today's news?
Sys: Matsui, a part-time coach for the Giants, 

demonstrated 5 homeruns. The Giants
president told him "Come back as a player!"

Usr: What happened?
Sys: The godzilla cannon came back to the Giants‘

spring camp in Miyazaki.
Usr: What is the Godzilla cannon?
Sys: The Godzilla coach demonstrated his 

home-run batting to young players.
Usr: Next please.
Sys: To be a ace pitcher, has Fujinami improved 

from the rookie year?
…

�=TP, � � � =0.8, �(�=TP)=0.800, �=0

�=TP, �(�=TP �=0)=0.8

�=QA, � � � =0.8, �(�=QA)=0.532, �=0

�=ST, �(�=QA, �=0)=0.5

�=QA, � � � =0.8, �(�=QA)=0.806, �=1

�=QA, �(�=QA, �=1)=0.8

�=TP, � � � =0.8, �(�=TP)=0.986, �=0

�=TP, �(�=TP, �=0)=1.0

Dialogue 2

Figure 5.8: A dialogue example.

confidence of s=QA is lowered by the belief update, and the system selects the story telling

module a=ST. These examples show that the trained policy reflects the design described

in Section 5.4.4. It is better to make a proactive presentation when the user is interested

in the topic.
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5.6 Conclusions

This chapter addressed the dialogue management for information navigation of Web news

articles updated day-by-day. The system presents relevant information according to the

user’s interest by tracking the user focus. A POMDP framework is extended to track the

user focus to select the appropriate action module. In the experimental evaluations, the

proposed dialogue management determines the state of the user more accurately than the

existing rule-based system and the POMDP-based system without focus information. The

proposed method also improved the accuracy of action selection.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis addressed a spoken dialogue system that navigates information. The task of

information navigation is a direction of spoken dialogue systems from conventional task-

oriented dialogue systems to general non-task-oriented dialogue systems. In information

navigation, users are not forced to accommodate the task goal of the system. Instead, the

user can make ambiguous queries. The system provides information that the user wants to

know by probing and clarifying the potential demands of the user.

The proposed information navigation system can converse with users in a user-friendly

manner. It does not respond “I can’t answer the question”, or turns to the Web search

even if it cannot find exact information. The system responds with a partially matched

information to the user query and proactively presents related information by following the

dialogue context and attentional state of the user even if the user demand is not clear or

the user query is ambiguous or the user does not ask a question.

The framework is based on tracking of the semantic and dialogue structure of the con-

versation that is statistically trained with machine learning. The learning is conducted in

an unsupervised and domain-independent manner. The system does not require additional

annotation of the data. The task structure and domain knowledge are separated. The

domain knowledge is trained from unannotated data that only have a tag of domain.

First, semantic significance score is defined based on P-A structure with a Naive Bayes

method. The method only requires the domain tag of text that is generally annotated to

the newspaper articles, envisaged knowledge source to information navigation system. The

significance score successfully extracted important P-A structure patterns in a domain, and

the score is used as a domain knowledge through this thesis.

79
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For the ASR module of the spoken dialogue system, an appropriate language model is

constructed using this knowledge. As Web resources such as the wisdom of crowds often

include inappropriate sentences. The proposed method selects well-matched sentence for

the domain based on semantic relevance measure. The selected sentences by the proposed

system match the user query of the information navigation, and the system improved not

only word-level ASR accuracy but also semantic-level accuracy.

For response generation, a flexible information retrieval is designed. The module presents

relevant information to the query even if the system cannot find exactly matched informa-

tion to the user query based on the semantic relevance measure. The proactive presentation

module is also designed. The module presents relevant information proactively even if the

user does not express their information demands.

For the dialogue management, POMDP is extended to the task of information navi-

gation. The dialogue manager tracks the user focus to probe and satisfy potential user

demands. The user focus is incorporated into the belief update of POMDP, and resultant

system successfully outputs appropriate actions for information navigation. The reward

function of POMDP is defined in the quality of system actions and also for encouraging

long interactions.

The organization of this thesis is summarized in Figure 6.1. The system assumes that

the system can use domain text and users input with spoken languages. Domain dependent

P-A patterns (significance score of domain) are extracted from target source based on the

method proposed in Chapter 2. The patterns are used in the selection of training data for

language model of ASR in Chapter 3. The patterns are also used for information retrieval of

dialogue module that presents relevant information as designed in Chapter 4. The modules

are controlled by the dialogue manager that tracks dialogue state and user focus as proposed

in Chapter 5. Finally, the system responds the user with speech output that is generated

from the dialogue module.

6.1 Domain Portability of the Proposed System

The proposed system has an architecture applicable to a variety of domains. The system

can be adapted to not only domains in newspaper articles, but also domains in general

Web sources such as Wikipedia. The requirement of the architecture is that the knowledge
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Domain-dependent 
P-A patterns

Target source 
(Domain text)

2. Statistical learning of Domain-
dependent Semantic Structure

4. Presentation of Relevant 
Information based on Similarity 
of Semantic Structure

3. Incorporating Semantic Similarity 
to the Training Data Selection of 
Language Model of ASR

5. Statistical Learning of Dialogue 
Model by Tracking Dialogue State 
and User Focus

ASR result

Speech input

ASR result

Model construction

Control

Speech output

IR

Generated response

Figure 6.1: Organization of this thesis.

base text has a tag of a domain or any classified tag. Then, necessary domain knowledge

of semantic and dialogue structure is learned in an unsupervised manner.

The framework is based on a statistical learning manner to enhance a portability of

the spoken dialogue system. Every module is designed in an unsupervised manner and

domain-independent concept. However, the performance of domain adaptation depends on

the performance of basic natural language processing such as morphological analysis, de-

pendency parsing and P-A structure analysis. Especially, the problem of out-of-vocabulary

of named entities degrades the accuracy of P-A structure analysis. To cope with this prob-

lem, a dictionary of named entities of the domain is required. This kind of dictionary can

be easily collected from Web resources.
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6.2 Future Directions

There are some future directions for suitable information navigation. Incorporating non-

verbal information is one of the important features in information navigation (Nakano and

Ishii, 2010; Kimura et al., 2013). When we reflect conversations with human concierges,

they understand the potential demands of the customer from not only verbal information

but also other behaviors such as back-channels, gazes or other physical behaviors. The use

of multi-modal information will improve the capacity of the system. The proposed system

can be extended to use such variety of features.

Another direction is personalization. Adapting to the personal preference is one of

the easiest ways for the system to be user friendly. Recently, rapid policy optimization is

widely applied to the POMDP-based dialogue manager to adapt the system to a personality

(Paquet et al., 2005; Gašić et al., 2010; Jurcicek et al., 2010; Daubigney et al., 2012). On the

other hand, content-based personalization is widely investigated in the area of information

retrieval. These techniques will improve the information navigation of spoken dialogue

systems and enhance the information access of a variety of users.
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Appendix A

Dirichlet Smoothing based on
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

The appendix shows the detail of Dirichlet smoothing based on Hierarchical Dirichlet Pro-

cess that is used in Chapter 2. First, the appendix introduces the aspect of Dirichlet

smoothing based on the Dirichlet distribution that is a prior distribution of Multinomial

distribution. Second, the appendix extends the Dirichlet distribution to the Dirichlet pro-

cess by introducing the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP), a typical expression of Dirichlet

process and its hierarchization.

Dirichlet Smoothing

Dirichlet smoothing is for multinomial distribution based on Dirichlet distribution. The

Dirichlet distribution is a prior distribution of multinominal distribution that has the same

size of dimensions. A large number of probability calculations in natural language pro-

cessing are based on the multinomial distribution. A Multinomial distribution consists of

K-dimensional M from m1 to mK . When the observed counts of them are n1 to nK , the

probability density function of the multinomial distribution is defined as,

P (n|θ) =
Γ(

∑K
i=1 ni + 1)∏K

i=1Γ(ni + 1)

K∏
i=1

θni
i , (A.1)

where the parameters θi (probability of mi) satisfy the constraint,

K∑
i=1

θi = 1. (A.2)
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At maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, θ is estimated by,

P (θ|n) ∝ P (n|θ)P (θ), (A.3)

with the Bayes theory. P (n|θ) is a likelihood that is estimated by the maximum likelihood

estimation and P (θ) is a prior distribution of probability. By introducing the Dirichlet

distribution, a conjugate prior to multinomial distribution, we rewrite the Eqn. (A.3) as,

P (θ|n, α) ∝ P (n|θ)P (θ|α). (A.4)

Here, α (set of α1:K) are hyper parameters. Usually, they take the same value. The prior

Dirichlet distribution is given as,

P (θ|α) =
Γ(

∑K
k=1 αk)∏K

k=1Γ(αk)

K∏
k=1

θαk−1
k (A.5)

=
1

Z

K∏
k=1

θαk−1
k . (A.6)

αk is a parameter of the prior probability of mk and Z is a normalization that is calculated

from only α. Eqn. (A.1) and Eqn. (A.6) are conjugate. By Eqn. (A.1) and Eqn. (A.6),

Eqn. (A.4) is rewritten as,

P (n|θ)P (θ|α) =
Γ(

∑K
k=1 nk + 1)∏K

k=1Γ(nk + 1)

K∏
k=1

θnk
k

1

Z

K∏
k=1

θαk−1
k (A.7)

=
Γ(

∑K
k=1 nk + 1)∏K

k=1Γ(nk + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
combination of n

Γ(
∑K

k=1 αk)∏K
k=1Γ(αk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

normalization (Z)

K∏
k=1

θnk+αk−1
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

parameter

. (A.8)

The log-likelihood of the Eqn. (A.8) is,

logP (n|θ)P (θ|α) = logΓ(
K∑
k=1

nk + 1)−
K∑
k=1

logΓ(nk + 1) +
K∑
k=1

log nkθk

− logZ +
K∑
k=1

(αk − 1) log θk. (A.9)

We can estimate θk by using constraint of Eqn. (A.2) and also the Lagrange multiplier.

The optimal parameter θ̂k is

θ̂k =
nk + αk − 1∑K

k=1(nk + αk − 1)
. (A.10)
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Next, we develop the probability density function with Bayesian inference. In Bayesian

inference, the probability distribution of P (n|α) is,

P (n|α) =
∫
θ
P (n|θ)P (θ|α)dθ (A.11)

=

∫
θ

Γ(
∑K

k=1 nk + 1)∏K
k=1Γ(nk + 1)

K∏
k=1

θnk
k

Γ(
∑K

k=1 αk)∏K
k=1Γ(αk)

K∏
k=1

θαk−1
k dθ (A.12)

=
Γ(

∑K
k=1 nk + 1)∏K

k=1Γ(nk + 1)

Γ(
∑K

k=1 αk)∏K
k=1Γ(αk)

∫
θ

K∏
k=1

θnk+αk−1
k dθ (A.13)

=
Γ(

∑K
k=1 nk + 1)∏K

k=1Γ(nk + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
combination of n

Γ(
∑K

k=1 αk)∏K
k=1Γ(αk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

normalization

∏K
k=1Γ(nk + αk)

Γ(
∑K

k=1(nk + αk))︸ ︷︷ ︸
parameter

. (A.14)

By comparing Eqn. (A.8) and Eqn. (A.14), the second factor is concluded as a normaliza-

tion term of the Dirichlet distribution and the third factor is the parameter of the distri-

bution. Thus, the Dirichlet distribution P (X|α) that output K-dimensional N numbers

X=(x1, ..., xN ) can be calculated as,

P (X|α) =
Γ(

∑K
k=1 αk)∏K

k=1Γ(αk)

∏K
k=1Γ(nk + αk)

Γ(
∑K

k=1(nk + αk))
. (A.15)

The resultant generative probability of new instance xi given the previous observations X

is,

P (xi|X,α) =
P (xi, X|α)
P (X|α)

(A.16)

=

∏K
k=1Γ(nk + 1 + αk)Γ(

∑K
k=1(nk + αk))

Γ(
∑K

k=1(nk + αk) + 1)
∏K

k=1Γ(nk + αk)
(A.17)

=
nk + αk∑K

k=1(nk + αk)
. (A.18)

Looking back to Eqn.(A.10) and Eqn.(A.18), we have an additional term of count αk − 1

or αk to calculate the probability. These makes a smoothing factor of Dirichlet smoothing

in Eqn. (2.2).

Dirichlet Process and Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP)

The Dirichlet process extends the dimensional number K, that is specified in the Dirichlet

distribution, to the infinite number. In the Dirichlet process, αk is rewritten as,

αk = α0G0(xi = k), (A.19)
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where G0 is a base measure and α0 is a parameter given by
∑

k αk. G0 follows the Poisson

distribution parameterized by λ as,

G0 =
(λ− 1)k−1

Γ(k)
e1−λ. (A.20)

Chinese restaurant process (CRP) is a representation of the Dirichlet process (Pitman,

1995). In CRP, there are an infinite number of tables. Customers visit the restaurant one

by one and sit at either of existing tables that already have at least one customer, or a

new table that does not have any customer. The probability of sitting at any existing table

T=(t1, ..., tJ) is,

P (tj |T, α) =
ntj

α0 +
∑J

j=1 ntj

. (A.21)

The probability of selecting a new table (tJ + 1) is,

P (tj |T, α) =
α0

α0 +
∑J

j=1 ntj

. (A.22)

Here, ntj is the number of tables. If the customer sits at a new table, new dish Dj is

assigned to the table. The probability of the new table resolves the problem of unknown

words that does not occur in the training set.

Estimation of Hyper-parameter γ

The generative probability of observation sequence X=(x1, ..., xN ) is defined as,

P (X|α0, G0) =

N∏
i=1

P (xi|x1:i−1, α0, G0). (A.23)

The Dirichlet process is extended to hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006).

In HDP, the generative probability of domain D given word wi is calculated by pairs of a

domain D and a word wi. The HDP makes a smoothing by using the unigram probability of

domain P (D) to avoid the zero-count problem of the pair of a domainD and a word wi. This

formulation is known as a generalization of Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995)

in the non-parametric Bayesian manner (Teh, 2006a; Teh, 2006b). The hyper-parameter γ

in Eqn (2.4) is equal to α0 that is weighted by the unigram probability of the domain. The

unigram probability is calculated by the maximum likelihood estimation as the unobserved
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domain need not to be considered. The optimal hyper-parameter γ can be calculated by

maximizing the generative probability of sequence of domain C(D1), ..., C(DN ) given a

particular word wi as,

P (C(D1, wi), ..., C(DN , wi)|wi, γ) =

∏N
l=1

∏C(Dl,wi)−1
j=0 (j + P (Dl)γ)∏∑N

l=1(C(Dl,wi))−1
j=0 (j + γ)

. (A.24)

Here, (C(D1, wi), ..., C(DN , wi)) is an N dimensional count of the domain Dl given a word

wi. According to the process, the generative probability of the Naive Bayes model Eqn. (2.4)

is calculated by,

P (C(D1, w1), ..., C(DN , wK)|w1, ..., wK , γ) =

K∏
k=1

∏N
l=1

∏C(Dl,wk)−1
j=0 (j + P (Dl)γ)∏∑N

l=1(C(Dl,wk))−1
j=0 (j + γ)

. (A.25)

The log-likelihood is,

LNB =

K∑
k=1

N∑
l=1

C(Dl,wk)−1∑
j=0

(j + P (Dl)γ)−
K∑
k=1

∑N
l=1(C(Dl,wk))−1∑

j=0

(j + γ). (A.26)

The optimal hyper-parameter γ that maximizes the log-likelihood is estimated by using the

Newton’s method.
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